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Successful breeding of the Greater

Flamingo

in

2011 at A1 Wathba Wetland,

June, about five weeks later than the

first

colony. This colony had the highest

number of mounds and a
compared to other two

higher

number of incubating birds
On June, 35 mounds and

colonies.

recorded

UAE

The
Flamingo Phoenicopterus roseits bred
successfully for the second time in A1 Wathba Wetland Reserve
(UB25), east of Abu Dhabi city, after a gap of nearly 12 years.
Flamingos have bred only on four previous occasions in the UAE,
In June 2011, the Greater

although the first time in 1993 the chicks did not Hedge. All five
breeding events have been in Abu Dhabi emirate, the most recent
being in 2009 in Bui Syayeef. (UA25) and before that in 2007 at

Shahama (UA25).

1

in this

colony which grew

to

nests of the bird hide

14 incubating birds were

187

mounds by 28

June.

chicks were seen here on 25 June and a total of 18
8 July. By mid-September, nearly 80 days
later, the chicks were moving around and were free flying. All the
8 chicks which hatched in 20 1 survived and continue to spend
first

chicks had hatched by

1

time

1

1

in the reserve.

Shahid Bashir Khan, Salim Javed, Shakeel Ahmed, Junid N.
Shah, Abdullah Ali Al Hammadi, Eissa Al Hammadi,
Environment Agency-Abu Dhabi. PO Box 45553, Abu Dhabi,
Photo: Salim Javed
United Arab Emirates (sjaved@ead.ae).

Following the first successful breeding of Greater Flamingos at
A1 Wathba in 1998/9, the site was declared a protected area and
the Environment Agency- Abu Dhabi manages the reserve with
the main aim of providing suitable habitats and conditions to
facilitate breeding of flamingos and other important waterbirds.
During April and May 2011, Greater Flamingos established
breeding colonies at three different locations in the reserve;
however breeding was successful at only one of these. The
highest number of mounds recorded was 328 on 28 June and a
maximum of 146 incubating birds were recorded. A total of 18
chicks hatched and fledged from one ofthe colonies formed on an
artificial island in one of the main water bodies of the reserve.

The

first signs of breeding were nests recorded towards the end
of April near the bird hide on the reserve and subsequently two
eggs were seen in this colony on 24 May. Although the colony
contained 80 mounds at the time only 20 birds continuously sat
and incubated. However by the start of June, the number of
mounds grew to 04 and on average 80 birds were incubating and
18 eggs were counted. Unfortunately the colony was abandoned
rather abruptly on 14 June. The second colony, established near
the tip of a peninsula within the reserve was seen for the first time
on 14 May and 40-45 birds regularly sat on mounds, however due
to the longer distance of observation no eggs were seen and no
close approach was made to avoid disturbance. Like the previous
colony, this one was also abruptly abandoned on 21 June,
possibly due to the activity of foxes.
1

The

third

colony on the island was established
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Introduction

Records are never too old
circulars about

Simon Aspinali

The world of Arabian and Middle East

ornithology was greatly saddened by the death of Simon Aspinali

on

3

October 201

1

from Motor Neurone Disease. During

1

year association with Arabian birds he did

much

to

put

his 17

UAE

and

Arabian birds on the map. He sent records to ABBA every year
during that time (to 20 10) from the UAE and his travels elsewhere
in Arabia. The aggregate of all these reports makes him the
individual who sent in the most personal records to ABBA,
although some recorders/compilers sent more, since the project
started. He was of course especially active in the UAE producing
the excellent Status and Conservation of the Breeding Birds of the
UAE in 1996 (Phoenix 13:9), updated in 2010 (Phoenix! 16) and
several other books, notably the Middle East fieldguide with
Richard Porter in 2010 (Phoenix 27: 17). In 20 1 1 he produced an
introductory UAE guide with others and Birds of the United
Arab Emirates (a field guide) with Richard, which he saw a copy
of just before he died. See details of both these new books at page
20. The latter is the first field guide to any Arabian state and a
fitting epitaph to him. His Twitcher 's Guide email newsletter 1999
- 2007 raised everyone’s awareness of birding in the UAE and is
probably responsible for making the UAE the main centre for
birding tourists to Arabia. There are no less than 67 entries on the
Arabian Ornithological Bibliography (produced annually by
ABBA) where he is the author or first author. He also authored
several species accounts in the final ABBA atlas and contributed
regular articles to Phoenix. Anyone who has been in the field with
him, and I am proud to have had that experience, will know what
a great

guy he was and

sorting out bird calls.

UAE

a first class birder, especially

No wonder

was unbeaten when he

Oenanthe

his list

adept

of 416 species

how important

I

often bang

away

in

ABBA

hold of old records from
Arabia, as these can indicate bird range expansions and
contractions and the dates of arrival of exotics and dynamic
species. In this quest I achieved a sort of nirvana during 201
when Peter Browne sent me some of his records from the time he
was in Aden in the 1940s! Including some records on the day in
1947 that I was born - OK so I am 64. These are is the oldest
records I have had first hand direct from an observer. Peter did
publish a lot of his material from that era including two papers in
Ibis
and three in British Birds (details in the ABBA
Ornithological Bibliography, 2011) which had been accessed by
ABBA but some of the more routine records of his and those
it is

to get

from other sites along the South Arabian coast (Riyan near
Mukalla to Masirah) were new. Peter is now busy working with
others on an Atlas of the Birds of Mauritania. Incidentally if
anyone has records from Mauritania I shall be pleased to put them
in

touch with Peter.

2012 a change of scenery
2012
to

-

send

not to Arabia this time.
in their

I

shall

be travelling for most of
please continue

Would everyone

records, notes for Phoenix etc as usual during the

my end. Using my
Arabianbirds@yahoo.co.uk, might be

year but expect delays in answers from
alternate email address,

speedier.

3^

v

>
-

at

in the

died.

gens warvine Sad news

is often countered by
open my copy of the
Bulletin of the British Ornithologists Club in December to read
that Hadoram Shirihai and Guy Kirwan had named the black form
of the Mourning Wheatear Oenanthe lugens, often referred to as
the Basalt Wheatear, as a new subspecies, warriae. This name is
in honour of Effie Warr a founder member of OSME. Few people

III

happier news and

realise

that

Effie,

administration

was very happy

I

who

today

is

in the society,

to

the

stalwart

of sales and

with her husband John (who

is

also

amount of work in the 1970s and 1980s
to collect and sort out records for most parts of Arabia, but
especially for the Gulf. She was extremely methodical and
thorough in this work and it is not an exaggeration to say that the
Treasurer), did a massive

Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, UAE and Oman of the
all underpinned by her work. She also did
much work on records and checklists for Y emen and eastern Saudi
Arabia. She once produced an all Arabian list, never published

national
late

20

,h

lists

for

century were

I still use that as the start point for any species
check for status before about the year 2000. She was in
the UAE and Oman for a number of years in the 1970s with John
but before that and afterwards she worked as a librarian in the bird
section of the Natural History Museum, at South Kensington and
Tring. Her particular forte was literature sources of records and
the existence and whereabouts of museum specimens relevant to
These are both basic building blocks for any
Arabia.
ornithological endeavour. She was a great help in these respects
I
am
to everyone visiting Tring to study Middle East birds.
always impressed that she remembers Meinertzhagen coming to
the museum and the gossip that surrounded him even then.

unfortunately, but
I

need

to

The range of warriae includes

the black lava desert border region

of northern Jordan and southern Syria. Strangely

is

has never been

reliably recorded in the very similar northern volcanic deserts
(harrats) of Saudi Arabia,

without success. (For the

Vol 131(4) 270-291).

I

full

looked for it again there this year
account of warriae see Bull. BOC.

A Pygmy Cormorant

Phulacrocorax pygmeus was found at a reed fringed
pool at Sulaibiya Pivot Fields (NB35) Kuwait, 4 December 2010. It was last
seen there 1 April 2011 (photo and report by Abdulrahman Al-Sirhan),
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Sooty Gull breeding at Sir Bu Nair Island,
Wilson and others

P.

(iii)

consisted mainly of a scrape

UAE
By Keith D.

open areas on the valley floor. The nests
in the ground, ornamented with a
few twigs and or flattish stones, and occasionally located next to

valleys, and

vegetation or

natural hollow. Nests are well separated on the

in a

valley Boor and along the low cliff edges.

Bu Nair (UA27), is
city of Abu Dhabi.

The Sharjah emirate island of
some 65 km north of the

situated

Sir

teardrop-shaped, salt-dome with a

maximum
The

an east-west width of about 3.9 km.

island

is

a

is

It

km

length of 5.9

to

support only one or two nests and

if

Each rocky knoll tends
more than one nest the

nests are not sited close together.

and

known

to

marine and coastal ecology but very little
information has been published since the 970s and notably from
1983 when the Sharjah/UAE Armed Forces took control of the
island. The island is now managed by the Sharjah Police and the
support

a

rich

1

Environment

&

(EPAA)

Protected Areas Authority

in

Sharjah,

UAE.
During 2009 and early 2010, following discussions between
(EMEG) and EPAA, a

Emirates Marine Environmental Group

programme of ecological monitoring

Bu Nair was

at Sir

initiated

on 6 April 2010, involving population studies on nesting

turtles,

coral communities, reef fishes and nesting seabirds.

A

Larus hemprichii was recorded

large colony of Sooty Gulls

nesting

at

maximum
46.8 ha

to

a

area in April 20 0 of ca. 36.8 ha, which had expanded
1

in

mid-May 2010

(see map), and

extent of the colony that year.

conducted through the colony
total

occupying

the eastern central part of the island,

A

in

series

April and

number of Sooty Gulls recorded

was

the

maximum

of belt transect surveys

May 2010

indicated a

UAE (photo:

Sooty Gull Larus hemprichii nesting habitat Sir Bu Nair
Wilson)

Keith

nesting at 1,037 pairs. In

2011 the colony's nesting footprint had extended further

into a

During the 2010 and 201

nesting seasons most nesting pairs

1

valley at the northern end of the colony, but otherwise the

successfully raised two or three chicks. Predation on Sooty Gull

boundaries of the colony remained unchanged. The extension

eggs and chicks was not considered

added

a further 2.6

appears
the

to

ha

to the colony's extent in

be slowly expanding and

201

The colony

1.

may have been doing

so since

nineteen seventies. Scattered pairs of Sooty Gulls were

reported

at the

1971 with

Bu Nair

north end of Sir

at least six

in

nests with eggs in the

June 1970 and June
first

year and young

only a few days old but out of the nest and others fully fledged,

in

to be a major problem but
numbers of nesting Bridled Tern Sterna anaethetus adults,
nesting to the west of the gull colony, were predated on by feral
cats, mostly at the periphery of the tern colony. However, given
the size of the Bridled Tern colony, which exceeds 0,000 nesting
pairs, and covers an area of 45.3 ha, the vast majority were able
to raise chicks successfully (see map). Most Bridled Terns were

large

1

observed nesting

1971. (Anon, 1981).

crevices and overhangs along vertical cliff

in

ledges but due to the size of the colony

more accessible locations
gull and Bridled tern
nesting area 2010-2011

Sooty

Birdlife International (201 1) lists only

under

'Important

its

many were

more open, rocky

in

category

supporting populations of Sooty Gull from the
Army, police and airport

listed

under

this

category

if

facilities

Sooty

Sir

April

Bu Nair

m

W

gull nesting

area

Sooty

International (20

gull nesting

Sooty

gull

1

)

use

sites

Sites are

more of the
Birdlife

criteria.

estimates the mature adult world population

area

of Sooty Gull between

May 2010

\

1

for

UAE.

they qualify under one or

Global or Middle East IBA categories or

2010

to

Qarnayn Island (SB26)

Areas' (IBAs)

Bird

forced
areas.

hill

count transects 2010

Sooty gull colony
extension 2011

IBA

Bridled tern colony 2011

50,000 and 300,000 individuals.

it

1

(ii)

categories and criteria as an IBA. If a

thought

Radio mast

1

appear that Sir Bu Nair qualifies under B
to

1% of a distinct population
an IBA under category B

hold

qualifies as

1 (

It

would

of the Middle East
site

is

known

or

of a seabird species

ii ).

Historically, several sea-birds of conservation interest have been

recorded nesting

at Sir

Bu Nair (Aspinall, 1995; Anon., 1981),
T ern Sterna bengalensis Great Crested

including Lesser Crested
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

,

White-cheeked Tern 5. repressa
Red-billed
Tropicbird Phaethon aethereus and
Socotra Cormorant
Plwlacrocorax nigrogularis but none of these species have been
recorded in recent years and none of them were found breeding
Tern

km

S.

bergi.

,

,

The nesting area

terrain at the

colony consists of

a series

of

during 20 0 or 20
1

1

1

by

EMEG.

flattish-bottomed valleys containing small isolated rocky outcrops

and ridges and bounded
cliffs.

The

to the north

and west by steep rocky

gulls nested in three types of location; (I) isolated rocky

knolls in the valley Boor,

(ii)

low

cliff

edges overlooking the

References:

• Anonymous

breeding birds of the

Jourdain Soc. 141, Vol.
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(= Cowley,

Red Sea and
1

0(2);2

1

-26.

the

•

J.

C.).

1981.

Some

Persian Gulf. Bull.
Aspinall,

S.,

1995.

United Arab Emirates.
Slimbridge,

A Directory of Wetlands

In:

in the

@ BirdLife International, 2011.
[Downloaded
Lams hempric hii

UK.

factsheet:

Middle

IUCN, Gland, Switzerland and IWRB,

East. Ed. D. A. Scott.

http://www.birdlife.org on 10/1 1/201

Swamphen

from

1]

It

may

al

Fasl over the past five years has created pressures on territories

be that the rapid population increase observed

and prompted some birds

Marine Programme Director,
Wilson.
D.P.
(kdpwilson@gmail.com), Tanya Healy, Laurence Vanneyre,
Sabah Ibrahim and Donna Meyrick, Emirates Marine
Environmental Group, PO Box 12399, Dubai, UAE.

single bird seen in

Purple

Swamphen Porphyrio porphyria was

first

recorded

in

in

with breeding noted

in

made wetland

in

Saudi Arabia on

al

Fasl

Eastern Province. Sabkhat

a!

August

8

(PA31) near
Fasl

is

Jubail

a large

man

with extensive beds of Phragmites australis reeds,

making ideal habitat for this species. In 2006, twenty individuals
were thought to be present at the site and breeding was first
recorded there in 2007 (Jennings 2010). From February 2006
regular visits were made to the site by PR and Graham Lobley,
observations during the time since have shown a steadily

its

range.

The

October 2009 may well have been

•

Meadows,
in

The

B.S. 2004.

Purple Gallinule

first

Saudi Arabia. Sandgrouse 26: 153.
Atlas of the breeding birds of Arabia.

P O Box 1 1 507, Dhahran 31311,
Saudi Arabia ( phil0562000@yahoo.co.uk ) and Jem
Babbington, c/o Saudi Aramco P O Box 13007, Dhahran 31311
Saudi Arabia (jembabbington@btinternet.com).

In addition

young and juvenile birds

seen during the spring, confirming this

it

is

now

were

There

note:

of single

records

also

Purple

Swamphens Porphyrio porphyrio this year at A Wathba (UB25),
Abu Dhabi UAE, in April (Oscar Campbell), see page 14; West
Khawr (TB11), Salalah, Oman, 22 September and Qurm Park
YB24) west of Muscat, 22 October, (this one stayed until at least
1

(

early

December,

Oman

Birder 2011). The Muscat bird was

identified as the African race P. p. madagascariensis. Incidentally
all

those present in Qatar are also madagascariensis but those

in

the Eastern Province are from a Eurasian race.

increasing population, with 66 birds counted on one visit in

August 2009.

to alternative suitable habitats

Phil Roberts, c/o Saudi Aramco

Editors

Swamphen was first recorded
2003 (Meadows 2004) at Sabkhat
in the

in

Sabkhat

1996. (Jennings 2010).

Purple

(PB31)

move

at

an early sign of this process.

• Jennings M.C. 2010.
Fauna of Arabia 25.

Saudi Arabia

Kuwait in 1958 but there were no further records until
1983, when it was again noted in the same country. Up to five
birds were recorded at Jahra, Kuwait between 1992 and 1996,
Arabia

Dhahran

Porphyrio porphyrio

Status and range expansion of Purple

to

within the Eastern Province and thereby expand

References:

in eastern

Purple

for

site

has been established.

Species

Keith

Swamphen

new breeding

suggests very strongly that a

Crab Plover

are regularly

studies in Barr al

Hikman,

Oman

an established

breeding resident.

By Roeland Bom
The Barr

al

Hikman

peninsula

of the largest coastal wetlands

approximately 150

2008

a joint

km

2

&

(YB

Jan van Gils

Oman is the site of one
Middle East, consisting of

18) in

in the

of intertidal mudflats. In the winter of

Omani

Dutch, Swedish, Scottish and

expedition

Hikman. This study

surveyed the waterbirds wintering

in

Bar

number of up

to

half a million waterbirds;

counted

a dazzling

predominantly

al

cormorants, and herons,

gulls, terns, flamingos,

but especially migratory shorebirds (Klaassen

&

Amongst these shorebirds, there are 18 species
Hikman is very important as it is home to more
species' flyway populations (Delany et

these

is

Hikman

al.

de Fouw, 2008).
for

which Barr

than

1%

al

of those

2009). Notable

among

Crab Plover Dramas ardeola for which Barr al
of utmost importance. With 7,000 individuals counted

the
is

during the

WIWO-2008

10-15% of

survey, Barr

al

Hikman

is

home

to

about

the world population of the species for part of the

year.

A

recently initiated project Cascading predator-prey effects

in

a

pristine seagrass-based food web, has given us the opportunity us

study the ecology of Crab Plovers of Barr al Hikman in detail.
Our study takes a predator-prey approach, which focuses on local
movements of birds, in relation to the abundance and behaviour
of its prey, crabs. We will study the local movement of Crab
Plovers by equipping a number of individuals with a new type of
logger, developed by the University of Amsterdam. One of the
remarkable properties of this 13.5 gram logger is that it carries a
to

Purpfe Svvamphens at Sabkhat

al

Fasl (photo: by Phil Roberts).

Approximately 130 km south of Sabkhat al Fasl a single bird was
August
recorded in Dhahran (QA29) in October 2009. On 1
2011, we observed Purple Swamphens at a third site, Khafrah
Marsh (PB30), an expanse of water with extensive beds of
1

Phragmites australis reeds approximately 25

B irds were

and 25 August, on the

latter

km

south of Jubail.

same location on
occasion there were two adults

also observed from the road at the

1

GPS

element which takes positions every four seconds, thus
showing exactly where feeding takes place throughout the winter.
These loggers will not only show us the role of Barr al Hikman

together with a juvenile with four other adults also present. This

Phoenix 28 (2012): 4

for overwintering

Crab Plovers but they

breeding occurs. Such information
perspective since there

virtually

is

sub-population breeds. So
ringed

Barr

in

far, the

is

no knowledge about where

December 2008 which was found
breeding colony

female

in a

E
Arab

1416

;

km

at

at

Dara Island
is

Bar

in

Hikman 26

al

23May 2011

as a

Iran (30° 06' N,

49°

on

alive

This island

distant).

breeding colony

a

south-west Iran. This was an adult ringed

07'

this

only resighting ofa Crab plover

Hikman came from

al

where

will also identify

crucial from a conservation

just east of the Shatt al

20

1

1

1

,

found and photographed the second Mongolian Finch for
It was at the
same shallow drinking pool at Sabah

Kuwait.

Al-Ahmad

(SAANR) (NB36) where

Natural Reserve

was recorded (Phoenix 26:
appeared in the morning

1

2) on 5
at

the first

March 2009. The second

09.15

am

for just a

bird

few seconds

it drank.
put the word out to all local birdwatchers,
Abdulrahman Al-Sirhan was first to arrive and he was successful
in seeing it after a wait of four and a half hours, when it appeared
briefly to drink again at the pool. It was not seen again.

whilst

I

in Iraq.

During

study

a pilot

in

March 2011 we

successfully equipped

First

Masked Wagtail Motacilla

on

March during my

1

(alba) personata: At

midday

daily monitoring of spring migrants at

three Crab plovers with a logger. All logged birds stayed within
the area

and behaved normally, which

future work.

very promising for our

is

The loggers quickly gave us

a foretaste

of the local

movements of Crab plovers within the area. The logger transmits
data only when it is within about 3 km of a base station, the data
is

stored

still

logger between downloads.

in the

there throughout the winter of 2011

from our study, we

•

References:
2009.

An

Eurasia.

&

J.

Delany,

Atlas of

will give an

S.,

plan to be

update

in

Phoenix.

Dodman &

D. Scott, T.

Wader Populations

will try to

As soon we have new

equip another 20 more birds with loggers.
results

We

2012 when we

-

D. Stroud.

Africa and Western

in

W etlands International, Wageningen. • Klaassen, R.H.G.
WIWO

de Fouw. 2008.

expedition

to

Barr

al

Hikman

(Oman), January 2008, on the abundance and ecology ofSiberian
shorebirds wintering

in

the Middle-East. Foundation

WIWO,

Beek-Ubbergen.

Jahra Pool Reserve
the

Roeland

Bom & Jan

Institute for

1790

A.

van

Gils,

NIOZ Royal

Netherlands

Sea Research, Marine Ecology (MEE), PO Box 59,
Burg, The Netherlands (roeland.bom@nioz.nl).

AB Den

exciting records

my

a

(NB

35

),

a strange looking wagtail landed

pool near the birdwatching observation tower.

on
It

by the large amount of black on the face.
It only stayed a few minutes feeding on insects before flying off
northwards but
was able to photograph it and the record is
accepted by the Kuwait Ornithological Records Committee as the
attracted

attention

I

first

Some

edge of

for Kuwait.

from Kuwait
Albino Pale Rockfinch Carpospiza brachydactyla
photographed an albino Pale Rockfinch at SAANR at 09.15 am
on 27 April at the same small pool where photographed the
Mongolian Finch. The albino was one of a very cautious flock
which were quickly drinking at the pool. It was only seen once.
1

Kuwait continues to turn up lots of very interesting records,
would like to report a few from 2011 as follows.
First Striated

(NB35) on

3

1

Heron Butorides striatus
found one hiding in
mangrove restoration project at Sulaibikhat bay
:

the bushes of a

I

July,

it

was seen again on

I

2 August. This

is

I

the first

record for Kuwait and the furthest north occurrence

in

the

Arabian Gulf. Until a few years ago this species was a vagrant
even to the western UAE but it seems that its range is now
gradually creeping north, with more and more records from Qatar
and Bahrain.

Second Mongolian Finch Bucanetes mongolicus On
:

8

April

Khaled Al- Ghanem, PO Box
(khaledmfmg@yahoo.com).
Phoenix 28 (2012): 5

1 I

3 19

Dasma, Code

35

1

54,

Kuwait

Leopard research

in

Yemen pays

formation was motivated by the pressing nature of Arabian
Leopard conservation in one of 'two key range states,' the impetus

Ornithological dividends

behind FPALY's origins

by David Stanton

leopards

is

most

the

lie

also in the fact that conserving

efficient

means by which

protect

to

everything, including birds, in huge swathes of terrain. Arabian

Preservation of the Arabian Leopard Panthera pardus nimr

wild

is

in the

arguably the most time-sensitive conservation issue in

Arabia today; there are possibly fewer than
predators

inhabiting

conservation

mammal,

the

of Arabia's

peninsula.

1

00 of these enigmatic

Unfortunately,

most charismatic and

like the distribution

of the animal

too patchy

and inadequate to ensure its long-term survival. Although the
Omani and Saudi Arabian authorities each devote some resources
to

leopard

conservation, preservation

spearheaded by a local
Arabian Leopard

the

efforts

in

ecosystems.

in-situ

endangered

itself, is

Leopards inhabit territories that can exceed 500 km 2 and, as every
knows, apex predators can only thrive in intact

ecologist

Yemen

are

NGO, the Foundation for the Protection of
in Yemen (FPALY).
While FPALY's

To

date,

FPALY's most ambitious

project continues to be the

Hawf Leopard Survey on Yemen's border (SB10-TA10) with
Oman. With support from the Mohamed Bin Zayed Species
Conservation Fund, the survey has relied on foreign volunteers
(including ABBA coordinator Mike Jennings) and Yemeni
researchers to continually monitor an array of up to eleven trail
cameras that were originally deployed in September 2010. While

have yet to be completely analysed, FPALY workers
have catalogued more than 00,000 photographs in the year since

the results

1

the survey began.

Most images

depict people and livestock with

This phenomenon occurs

tens of thousands of "false triggers."

when

the Passive Infrared Receptors (PIRs) of the

cameras are

activated by swaying vegetation or "mini-thermals" with the
results being pictures

4%

of an empty landscape. Flowever,

at least

of the images depict a surprising variety of area wildlife.

Four photographs triggered during three separate events in 20 1
(January 1 1, February 24, and May 17) substantiate the presence
of at least two Arabian Leopards in Hawf. This success represents
the most recent evidence of wild Arabian Leopards from

anywhere outside of Oman. The fact that the two individuals are
of opposite sex opens up the intriguing possibility that these
individuals

may

represent

a

small

breeding

population.

Amazingly, the FPALY study has recorded thousands of images
of 16 other mammal species including eight additional
carnivores: Arabian Caracal Caracal caracal (> 500 pictures),
Gordon's Wildcat Felis silvestris gordoni (seven pictures),
Arabian Wolf Can is lupus (~ 400 pictures), Red Fox Vulpes
vulpes (25 pictures). Striped Hyena Hyaena hyaena (> 1,000
pictures), Honey Badger Mellivora capensis (> 100 pictures),
Small-spotted Genet Genetta genetla (> 150 pictures), and
White-tailed Mongoose Ichneumia albicauda (29 pictures).
FPALY's cameras have also captured more than 300 images of
Indian Crested Porcupines Hystrix indica in addition to other
herbivores including: Cape Hyrax Procavia capensis Cape Hare
Lepus capensis, and at least three species of small rodent.
Ethiopian
Hedgehogs Paraechinus aethiopicus and an
unidentified bat complete the round-up of mammals.
,

FPALY's

results

completely shatter previously published reports

from Hawf, including

a

2005 study by an international consulting

mammalian diversity ... in Hawf
The authors of the report had
observed only two wild mammals: Black Rats Rattus rattus and
House M ice Mus musculus (presumably in their accommodation).
A road-killed Arabian Red Fox and Porcupine scat constituted
group, which concluded, "The
forest

the

was

greatly impoverished."

only other

mammal

conclusions were based.

records on which the 2005

More

in

Hawf

mammals such

as the

agency report on the sustainable use of biodiversity

(November 2010)

study's

German development

recently, a

stated that, "...few large

Arabian Leopard, ibex, gazelles, wolves, hyenas, foxes, wild cats
[sic]

and porcupines are expected

to

live in

A1

Hawf and

its

environs."

Photos on this page: A Caracal Caracal caracal and kitten out during the
day, a Bonelli’s Eagle Hieraaetus fasciatus comes to drink at an animal
trough and the second Leopard Panthera pardus pays a visit. (All photos
:

David Stanton and

FPALY)

While the obvious objective of the Hawf Leopard Survey is to
document the leopards living in Hawf, additional vertebrate
records from the protected area adds value to the

FPALY's

trail

species including at least four that are
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FPALY

cameras have captured pictures of at

new

to the

study.

least 17 bird

Hawf list. These

include a Stone Curlew Burhinus oedicnemus on 15 October
2010, and though not totally unexpected, an Asian Houbara
Chlamydotis macqueenii photographed on 24 November that year.
On 27 September 2010, while reconnoitering Hawf Forest,
the initial FPALY team were pleased to spot a
European Nightjar Caprimulgus europaeus and both African
Eagle-Owl Bubo africanus and African Scops Owl Scops
senegalensis. Three months later, during a one-month period
starting on 2 January the number of owls recorded at Hawf more
than doubled as three additional species triggered self-portraits
with FPALY's trail cameras at Halmeeh water trough. The first
was a Desert Eagle-Owl B. ascalaphits, only the fifth record for
Y emen and another Hawf first. A Little Owl Athene noctua made
its debut on 17 January as did a Hume's Tawny Owl Strix butleri,
which, though known from the adjacent Dhofar in Oman, was also
a first for Hawf. In addition to these photographic records direct
observations by skilled volunteers have added other species to the

members of

Hawf

Mike Jennings reported Verreaux's Eagle Aquila

list.

verreauxii

Documenting

wildlife

first step.

Red-breasted Flycatcher

his

be a new record for Yemen. Mike

to

own experiences

reports further on his

crucial

and

January 2011

in

Ficedula parva appears

is

same

not the

You have

to

at

Hawf at page

A1

as conserving

know what

there

list

than 80 and
first

had stagnated

is still

conceived,

it

interesting results

growing.

65 species.

at

When

the

it is

a

study, the

Hawf Leopard Survey was

was expected that the research would produce
it was hoped that these results would prove

and

context

of the

revolution

long-standing political stalemate

whether or not

but

now numbers more

It

useful in lobbying for stronger protection of

prevailing

it,

in

real protection for

Hawf Forest.

which

Yemen,

remains

it

Hawf can

has

led
to

In the
to

a

be seen

be leveraged

in the

near future. However, anyone with an interest in lobbying for
protection of Hawf now has a strong case to do so, and any birders

wanting
list to

to

know what

they might see there, have a more complete

work from.

Readers who are interested

in

finding

out

more about

Foundation for the Protection of the Arabian Leopard

in

the

Yemen

invited
log
to
onto
FPALY's website at
www.yemenileopard.org and/or write to the Executive Director
at david@yemenileopard.org.
are

The

decline of the Griffon Vulture in

Saudi Arabia
by

the Arabian Peninsula,

in

present some results of a monitoring program that
have carried out at a breeding area located near Tanumah town
(IA14) on the Sarawat-Asir escarpment (at an altitude of
approximately 2,350 m.), approximately 120 km north of Abha
(IB 13), south-west Saudi Arabia. The study ran from 1999 for
In this note

I

I

five years

1999-2003)

(

severe decline noted

it

Mohammed Shobrak
widespread

mountainous
areas of southern Europe, the Middle East, North-west Africa,
Arabia and the Indian sub-continent (Mundy etal. 1992;delHoyo
et a!. 1994). In the Arabian Peninsula the species is a widespread
resident in the western and south-west highlands, there is passage
through the region and a population of winter visitors
(Gavashelishvili 2005; Jennings 2010). However the number of
birds has been declining and breeding no longer occurs at some
former colonies (Jennings 2010; Shobrak 2003). In Saudi Arabia
the species has indicated a population decline for at least a decade
(Shobrak 2003). The total Arabian breeding population was
estimated by Jennings (20 10) as 1,000 pairs in Saudi Arabia and
2,000 pairs in Yemen and he suggested that the wintering
population may be as numerous as the breeding population.
According to the IUCN the species is listed globally as a Least
Concern "LC" species (BirdLife International 2004; 2008).
However a regional workshop (SWAPW, 2006), considering
recent knowledge of the species listed it as ‘critically endangered
is

in the

initially in

response

already

to the

the populations of vultures in India

(Shobrak 2003). The study was continued for two more years
2009 & 2010.

During the study seven

sites

and 20 0 just one
1

results
in

show

was

site

still

total

45 nests

at all

90%.

breeding

decline continues

it

If this

sites

seems

in

1

999. In 2009

active with only five nests.

in

same

These

breeding population

a very significant decline in the

the area of almost

occurred

in

with breeding pairs were counted

along the cliff where there were a

level of decline has

Saudi Arabia and the rate of

likely that in the next

few years the
in Saudi

Griffon Vulture will disappear as breeding species

The cause of
factors.

the decline appears to be a combination of several
These include poisoning (which probably did not directly

target vultures), insecticides in the environment, disturbance of

birds whilst nesting and shooting and trapping.

cause
in

may

A

further indirect

be the reduction or disappearance of large carnivores

areas where vultures occur.

Some

illustrations

of the issues

detrimental to Griffon populations are as follows. There was an

occurrence of poisoning of 18 Griffons found dead near an

Tihamat Bani Malek (GB17), south ofTaif in
Shobrak
and Rahmani (1993) of a Griffon Vulture affected by the
pesticide used to control locust swarms on the Tihama coastal
plain of the Red Sea, south-west Saudi Arabia in 1990. Such
events may have a considerable effect on the regional population
of these vultures and probably many other species. In 2003 two
Griffons were brought in to the National Wildlife Research
Centre, Taif, by local people in a very bad condition. The
veterinary report showed that the birds had probably been
affected by pesticide poisoning. One died during treatment due
to its poor condition but the other recovered and could be
released after two weeks of treatment. In addition, a tagged
Lappet-faced Vulture Torgos tracheliotos was found poisoned
270 km west of Mahazat as-Sayd Protected Area (Ostrowski and
Shobrak2001). The issues of poisoning and insecticide and their
effects on the vultures and carnivores was first raised two decades
ago by Gasparetti (1994). Examples of disturbance at nesting
animal carcase

Known

2002.

in

insecticide incidents include the report of

sites include the increase

The Griffon Vulture Gyps fulvits

was

in

Arabia.

8.

before you can

FPALY

consider conservation strategies. Prior to the

Hawf bird

is

regionally’

of recreational rock climbing noted

in

which especially affects vultures as climbers are
attracted to exactly the same cliffs that Griffons choose for
nesting. Disturbance was also noted at one monitored cliff where
a hotel was directing light at the cliff face at night, which clearly
affected breeding pairs. Shooting and trapping of Griffon
the south-west

Vultures

of the

is

not

common

illegal trapping

practice in Saudi Arabia, but an incident

of one which had been

data logger transmitter, might encourage

fitted

with a

more hunters

GPS

to target

these birds.

Another factor which could have an effect on the Griffon V ulture
and other vultures like the Egyptian Neophron percnopterus and
Bearded Vultures Gypaetus barbatus indirectly, are decreasing

numbers of

large carnivores in the region.

The

bills

of these

particular vultures are not adapted for opening or tearing tough

skin from carcasses; they need assistance in opening the carcase
initially, a task
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which

in the

past

was often performed by

a large

Wolf Canis

carnivores such as

Hyaena
many parts

lupus or Striped Hyena

hyaena. These carnivores have been disappearing from

of the range of these vultures for some years (Seddon 1996).

existence of a very healthy

The A1 Hawf area has
that

need for an increased awareness of the importance
of vultures in the Arabian environment generally and the broad
biodiversity of the Kingdom. Awareness programs should not just
target local people, but should also be directed towards decision
makers to evaluate the conservation implications of their decisions
and actions needed to protect the vultures, as well as concurrent
efforts to preserve and restore carnivore populations.

There

is

a great

found

in the

mammal population

a similar aspect, habitat

Dhofar;

in the

region, see

and vegetation as

coastal highlands, rising to 1,000

with limestone cliffs coming

down

to the sea in places with a

m

very

narrow coastal strip. These highlands catch the significant rains
of the South-West Monsoon during the summer and autumn
which support a dense forest cover of drought deciduous trees.

References: • BirdLife International. 2004. Threatened birds
of the world. Second edition. BirdLife International Cambridge,
UK (CD-ROM). • BirdLife International. 2008. The BirdLife
checklist of the birds of the world, with conservation status

and

sources.
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Eastern Yemen: January and February
2011
by Michael Jennings and Carol Qirreh
For four weeks during January and February we were very
fortunate

to

get

the

opportunity

be volunteers with

to

Foundation for the Protection of the Arabian Leopard

in

the

Yemen

(FPALY) in the A1 Hawf Protected Area of the extreme eastern
part ofYemen near the Oman border (SB 10, TA10). The trip also
doubled as ABBA Survey 43. The Leopard survey in A1 Hawf has
been coordinated by the

FPALY

Executive Director, David

Stanton, since September 20 1 0 with eleven camera traps deployed
in

order to prove the occurrence of the Arabian Leopard Panthera

pardus nimr

in eastern

our second day

Yemen. With

in the field

we were

a

huge amount of luck on

present

when

very few pictures were obtained of a Leopard
credit

for

biologists

worked on

in

the first of a

A1 Hawf. The

this achievement goes to the two young Yemeni
Murad Abdullah and Waleed Al-Rayl who had already

the project for several

siting the successful

weeks and were responsible

for

camera. The cameras have also proven the

Some favourite images from Al Hawf, a eurious Striped Hyaena Hyaena
hyaena inspects a night camera, a Desert Eagle-Owl Bubo ascalaphus comes
to drink (one of three owl species photographed at this pool) and another
group of Arabian Red-legged Partridges Alectoris melanocephala triggers
more pictures. (All photos copyright David Stanton and FPALY).
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During and immediately after the rains a profuse understory of
bushes and grasses covers the forests and the hills are carpeted in
lush pastures and flowers. Not surprisingly this area and Dhofar,
often referred to collectively as the A1

referred to but the region

also

is

Mahra

region, support large

mammals have already been
the home of a number of

herds of livestock. Wildlife too. The

Afrotropical bird species cut off here from their main Arabian

range

in the

south-west of the peninsula. These include resident

summer

species and breeding

African collared

Dove

from Africa,

visitors

Streptopelia roseogrisea, Dideric

found on the

Oman

is

to

is

it

mostly sandy and shelves

deeper water, but there are thousands of Sooty Gulls

Laras hemprichii and 'large white-headed gulls' Laras spp on the
shore. Also scoping offshore failed to find a single tubenose or
sulid. Luckily along the shore, as on the Salalah plain, there are

number of land locked

which held good numbers of duck, waders and other wintering
shorebirds. Khor Dumquat, the nearest khor to Jadeb, had five
species of duck and numerous herons including the first Striated
Heron Butorides striatus in eastern Yemen, Glossy Ibis Plegadis

Yemen

side but

generally rather dull for birds as

quickly

Mexican ‘Poppy’
The coast is

also not yet arrived.

a

,

is

Argemone mexicana have

Cuckoo

,

Serinus menachensis

invasive Mesquit thorn Prosopis juliflora and

such as

Chrysococcyx caprius Forbes-Watson’s Swift Apus berliozi, and
Singing Bushlark Mirafra cantillans but we did not expect to see
any of these in January and February. There are also a couple of
endemics, the Arabian Partridge Alectoris melanocephala and the
Arabian Wheatear Oenanthe lugentoides. The

of Al Hawf, also no dogs and the

ruficollis, in the coastal strip

Serin

not yet

known from Ai Hawf.

coastal khors, of saline/brackish water

Khor

falcinellus, Eurasian Spoonbill Platalea leucorodia.

Ghaydah (SA09)

huge numbers of loafing

further west had

terns. In a very short visit there we counted
Ospreys Pandion haliaetus. Whilst there we did our

and

1

1

al

gulls

wintering
for

little bit

Curlew Numenius
The few Whimbrels N. phaeopus

the hunt for the probably extinct Sender-billed

The cameras were spread out through

Oman

from near the

Our

task

was

to

a variety

border to about 12

km

of habitat types

west of the border.

look after the cameras and check them

every three days whilst

Murad and Waleed took

back home

We

a

all

about

well earned rest

were provided with self catering
accommodation in the village of Jadeb and the services of Sa’ad
and his vehicle, which are contracted to the project. The cameras
could not all be visited every day as they were well spread out
over very rough terrain. We would normally only expect to be
able to visit up to three a day. Our routine was to be driven near
to the site by Sa’ad and then hike to the actual camera. Sometimes
this took an hour sometimes it was a six hour hike. Because of the
very broken ground and rough tracks we found that more time was
often spent in the vehicle getting to the vicinity of the cameras
than actually walking to them from the vehicle. Once at the
camera we would change the recording card, check the batteries,
make sure nothing was preventing the equipment working
properly and refresh bait and scents.
e tried some local sardines
as baits which had some success with foxes and small animals but
the universal attractant was perfume sprayed on a retentive surface
in front of the camera. Expensive civet oil based perfumes work
better than the cheap stuff. To improve our access to some sites
we camped out in the hills on three nights.
in

Ibb.

W

tenuirostris (see also

the

Black Kite Milvus migrans

Sparrow
well

We

saw

the

endemics Arabian Partridge often and
the

turned up

it

Arabian Wheatear Oenanthe

lugentoides was also seen most days. Raptors

in

the

region

included Verreaux's Eagle Aquila verreauxii, Bonelli's Eagle

Hieraaetus Jasciatus, both likely
Eagle Circaetus gallicus which
vocal which

is

to

may

be breeding, and Short-toed
also breed as they

were quite

unusual for winter visitors. Other typical birds of

which we observed or were photographed on the
cameras,
included
Lichtenstein's
Sandgrouse Pterocles
lichtensteinii Black-crowned T chagra Tchagra senegala, African
Paradise Flycatcher Terpsiphone viridis Arabian Warbler Sylvia
melanocephala, Abyssinian White-eye Zosterops abysinnicus
T ristram's Grackle Onychognathus tristramii (extremely common
down to sea level and collecting scraps from houses), Blackstart
Cercomela melanura. Long-billed Pipit Anthus similis,
Golden-winged Grosbeak Rhynchostruthus socotranus (regarded
as an endemic by some) and Cinnamon-breasted Bunting
Emberiza tahapisi. A single Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica was
the region

,

,

,

the only obvious migrant during our visit but there

winter visitors, such as Blue

were

Rock Thrush Monticola

a

number

solitarius,

Black Redstart Phoenicians ochruros wheatears and wagtails and
Red-breasted Flycatcher Ficedula parva, apparently the first
,

Yemen. The former

aegyptius so they are resident

in
is

of the House

Arabia and

common and

al!

those seen

in the

region (See:

Mundy, Phoenix

27:2).

The Leopard

Hawf Protected Area

project in the Al

for at least another year so

anyone interested

in

is

due

run

to

volunteering to

can contact David Stanton for details. Volunteers are

assist

provided with accommodation
be a small charge for

commit

to at least a

and fares

to

in a

beach-side house (there

may

but volunteers will need to be able to

this),

month’s work and meet

and from the Al

their

own, food costs

Hawf region.

Mike Jennings and Carol Qirreh (Arabianbirds@dsl.pipex.com).

Recent Reports
to

those

all

database over the

who have

last 12

ABBA

sent in records to the

months and especially

various

to the

recorders for their input.
are a selection of some of the more interesting,
unexpected or unusual records of Arabian birds (mostly potential
breeding species) received during the last year. Records are from

The following

2011 unless noted otherwise. Not

all

records here have been

verified or accepted by local recorders. Notes after the
the observer are editorial

original report.

It

is

comment and

name of

not necessarily part of the

often difficult to give the right credit or

attribution for every record.

The records shown

refer

more

to

and not necessarily those who might
have recorded the occurrence in the first place. So apologies if
records could have been more correctly attributed. Comments
those sending

in

the record

and corrections are always welcome, so that the ABBA database
entry (and Phoenix) can be amended where relevant. Some of
these records have been sent in by a third party or have been
extracted from websites, publications or other sources.

Common Quail Coturnix coturnix On 10 April an adult and
two chicks were at Sulaibiya Pivot fields, Kuwait (Rashed AlHajji) the first breeding in Kuwait since 2001 and the first time

a

in this

Yemen. The species absent from this region are also
interesting. There are no House Sparrows Passer domesticus.
Crested Larks Galerida cristata or Brown-necked Ravens Corvus

year

record for

in

January and February were clearly the yellow-billed race

in

Thanks

regularly on camera traps,

page 24).

and Eurasian Curlews N. arquatus present could not be confused.
Al Ghaydah town is the easternmost regular breeding outpost of

at

square.

at

The species

Sohar farms (WB25)
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also bred for the first time in Qatar this

Irkayya farm (RA27) (Jamie Buchan).

Oman

A

chick was seen

on 15 June (John Atkins).

Northern Shoveler Anas clypeata Two or three at A1 Ain water
treatment works in June provoked suspicions that they might breed
there as they did twice at a similar site near Dhahran, Saudi

However some

which
heightened the speculation, were eventually determined as
crossed with
probable feral
Mallards Anas platyrhynchus
domestic multi-coloured mallards also present (Dave Clark).
Arabia.

large billed ducklings present,

Collared Pratincole Glareola pratincola Bred successfully at
Sohar farms (WB25), where predation by Red-wattled Lapwings
Vanellus indicus and

Common Mynahs Acridotheres

tristis

was

noted (John Atkins).
Little
al

Tern Sterna

alb ifro ns Flock of about 55 birds at Subkhat

Fasl (PB31) Eastern Province, 2 June, about half of them

juveniles (Phil Roberts).

Glossy Ibis Plegadis falcinellus Nine present in June at the A1
Ain sewage pools of which seven were in breeding plumage
(Dave Clark). More and more seem to be over-summering in
Arabia. Where will the second Arabian breeding occur?

Chestnut-bellied Sandgrouse Pterocles exustus Two in central
Saudi Arabia (HA38), 19 February (Abdulrahman Al-Sirhan).

African Collared Dove Streptopelia roseogrisea One Thumrait

On

Bittern Ixobrychus minutus

Little

recorded

at

A! Ain sewage works (VB25)

18 June a pair

UAE

at the

they had been seen for the two previous months,

breeding was
the site but

in progress.
it

was not

On

was

was

unclear, does

Black-crowned Night Heron Nycticorax nycticorax The species
this year at Abu Nakhla (RA27) Qatar (Jamie Buchan).
There was also a first summer bird at A1 Ain sewage works in mid

may

ralloides

Qatar (Jamie Buchan), a pair were

UAE,

also have bred in that part

(Dave Clark).

Squacco Heron Ardeola
2 July

came

nought.

to

Laughing Dove Streptopelia senegalensis, Namaqua Dove
Oena capensis and Bruce’s Green Pigeon Treron Waalia All
came on board a ship passing down the southern Red Sea near the
Zubair islands (IA07), 4 October 2010 (Kevin Brewin). Further
evidence of migration to Africa by some individuals of these
species.

bred again

it

colonise the interior of Dhofar

it

breed?

UAE

to

at

Yellow Bittern Ixobrychus sinensis Another seen on Socotra
(UAQ2) in March. There have now been records for the last 12

of the

the area for four

about

breeding remains unconfirmed (Dave Clark).

June prompting speculation that

first in

suggesting

2 July an apparent juvenile

is still

17 August, was the

years (Steve Tibbett). Previous thoughts that the species might be

definitely associated with the pair so

years (Richard Porter). Status on Socotra

(UA12) Dhofar,

same place

Bred again at Abu Nakhla,
Zakar pools, A1 Ain,

at the

(Dave Clark).

Short-eared Owl Asio flam meus
One flew onto a ship in the
Red Sea (at 15° 43'.25"N 041° 1 6'.42"E) from the north at
1015hrs, 05 November, it landed for about ten seconds and then
flew off to the south-west (Kevin Brewin).

Spotted Eagle-Owl Bubo africanus One or two near Sawadi
Hotel (XB24),Oman, 23 October (Tim Hallchurch and party).

Hu me's Owl

Strix b title ri

outskirts of Sana’a

was

in

Two

fully fledged juveniles in the

(KA07) Yemen,

1

October. The observation

an area with trees and rock outcrops but substantially built-

up. This record helps substantiates the record of

Shikra Accipiter shikra In 2010 the species was seen regularly
hunting in the town near Saffa park, Dubai (VA27). It nests in
small groups of

exposed

to the

who heard

a suspected

Hume’s Owl hooting

Derek Harvey

in the city in the

1990s (David Stanton).

trees with the nests placed right at the tops

tall

sun (David

le

Mesurier).

Little

farms

Owl Athene noctua Two adults and two juveniles Sun
(WB25) Sohar, Oman, July (John Atkins).
1

Steppe Buzzard Buteo vulpinus Rashed Al-Hajji photographed
at Sulaibiya, Kuwait. From his
a ringed bird on 19 October
pictures it is possible to read Kazakhstan and the number 00557.
Details of ringing are awaiting from the Kazakhstan authorities.

Thanks

to

Pekka Fagel

for this information.

a nest (JB03) 50 km west ofTaiz
two adults were attending a nestling in March. The
nest was on top of an electricity pylon. The age of the nestling
suggested eggs were laid about 21 November (Richard Porter).

Tawny

Eagle Aquila rapax At

(775 m.

alt),

Common Moorhen
being fed by adults

Gallinula chloropus

in

March

(Richard Porter) was the

first

at

A

grown juvenile
(UA02) Socotra

full

Sirhan Lagoon

breeding record for the island.

Great Stone Curlew Esacus recurvirostris The first record for
UAE was discovered by Salim Javed during regular bird-counting
on Bui Syayeef (UA25), just west of the Musaffah channel near
Abu Dhabi city. Reported in Gulf News, 29 October.

to

Pied Avocet Recurvirostris avocetta
Bred At Kharrannah
(RA26) the first time in Qatar since the 1980s (Jamie Buchan).

(VA27), behaviour typical of nesting swifts. Another group were
seen circling near and flying up to cliff crevices at Jebal Dhanna
(SB25), UAE. (Photo and reports from Khalifa Al-Dhaheri).

Spur-winged Lapwing Vanellus spinosus One Dhahran (QA29)
13 May (Jem Babbington) and four 6 November Sahanawt farm

(UA1

1

),

Salalah,

(

Oman

Birder 201

l

No

22).

Pallid Swift Aptts pallidas

In April up to eight birds

approach and enter crevices

in a

house roof

at

were seen

Ajman

city

Grey Headed Kingfisher Halcyon leucocephala One on board
a ship in Red Sea at 26°N 24 April 2010 (Kevin Brewin). This
bird may have came on board at 25° but this is still a long way
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north for this species.

Graceful Prinia Prinia gracilis One present Thumrait from
September. The first record at the site and in
3 1 July to at least 2
1

this part

of

Oman

Clamorous Reed

W arbler Acrocephalus stentoreus An undated

Abu Dhabi, appeared in
Oct 2011) showing an adult hanging
upside down on a date fruit stem apparently pecking at a ripe date
which has several peck marks in it already. (The photo was by
Omana Kallarakal). This is the first evidence of fruit eating in

(ENHG

at

Irkayya farm, Qatar. March 2010.

(Steve Tibbett).

photograph also unplaced but perhaps

Focus

Spanish Sparrow Passer hispaniolensis A photograph appears
on
the
birding
travel
blog
of Ronald
Orenstein
(http://ronorenstein.blogspot.com) of one eating a large dragonfly

newsletter

-

Arabia

Yellow-throated Sparrow Gymnoris xanthocollis Oneonboard
Red Sea at 18°N, 23 March 2010 (Kevin Brewin).

a ship in the

Interestingly a short time after this observation the

record for

Munia Lonchura punctulata Carrying nest
West Khawr Salalah, 4 September (Steve Tibbett).
Yellow Wagtail Motacilla Jlava Small numbers ofJ'eldegg until
Scaly-breasted

material

20 July

Eurasian Reed Warbler Acrocephalus scirpaceus An adult
feeding young at Zakar pools A1 Ain UAE, 2 July (Dave Clark).

first

Egypt was obtained on the Red Sea coast (Sandgrouse 33).

at

Sohar farms (WB25)

at

Oman

(John Atkins).

Up to 15 were present, 12
March, Sun farms, Sohar. They had been there since December
2010 but all had gone by 21 March (John Atkins). The species
Corn Bunting Emberiza calandra

bred

Irkayya farm, the

at

was

There

more

first

singing

time

in

Qatar (Jamie Buchan).

Dhahran,

near

March (Jem

27

Babbington).

More Yellow Wagtails breed

in

UAE

during 201
Evidence

that the

birds in the
in

Yellow Wagtail Motacilla Jlava

UAE has been noted each year since the

2008 (Tovey, 2009).

In

201

1

a

breeding

first

breeding

is

more evidence emerged

species breeds; although the picture

may

that the

be confused by the

UAE during early summer of adults and immature birds
which may have bred nearby in the Middle East. Reports received
from Andrew Twyman, Huw Roberts, Oscar Campbell and John
arrival in

Iversen have been used to compile the following report.
fields (VA27), 22 May AT saw a pair feeding in
The male was the black-headed race feldegg but the
female was of an indeterminate race, but clearly not a female
J'eldegg. On 26 May he saw the male again defending territory
with agitated flight calls in conjunction with mobbing a Redwattled Lapwing Vanellus indicus and White-tailed Lapwings V.
leiicunis
but no female was observed. On 2 June with
temperatures topping 49° C he again saw territorial display
behaviour by the male. The female was later observed feeding

At Dubai pivot
the grass.

,

alone.

Great-reed Warbler A crocephalus arunclinaceous Juvenile food
begging to adult at Sabkhat al Fasl (PB30), Eastern Province, 22

September (Photo and report from Jem Babbington).

Sunbird Hedydipna metallic a A

Valley

Nile

female

was

collecting small red berries from a Salvadora persica bush and
flying off with them,

presumably

to

feed young at Thumrait,

Dhofar. The nest was located on 14 April,

was pear-shaped and
constructed of dried leaves and thorn twigs, suspended some 16
feet (4.8 m) up in the top-most branches of an acacia. Adults were
feeding young by hanging on the bottom of the nest and reaching
up

to the

it

nest hole located low on one side. Just after

next day one chick had

left

the nest

and was calling from

dawn
a

the

nearby

At least one other young was still calling from the nest.
Thumrait birds have only one brood in a season and mid April is

AT

interpreted the presence of only one bird of a pair at a

at the nest, but no nest site was located.
male was again defending territory and gathering
food. No female was present but on this occasion a fledged bird
was observed on the ground in the vicinity. He left the area in
order not to disturb them. On
June he relocated the male
gathering food. It flew some distance away and was then seen

time as a possible "swap"

On

9 June the

1

1

through

a

telescope to be feeding a fledgling. Both birds then flew

The fledgling was later relocated calling plaintively
which eventually attracted the male who escorted it into the safety
of nearby long grass. There was no sign of another parent or other
young. On 12 and 13 June there were two fledglings present in
the afternoon, one seemingly independent the other dependant on
the male with again no sign of a female.
further away.

bush

the typical fledging date. In late
tail

either shed or pulled out

young
keep
in

easier.

He

their tails

March

the

presumably

male always loses
to

its

make feeding the
Unmated males

also stops singing at this time.

and

at

mid April (Steve

Thumrait one was

Tibbett).

still full

tailed

and singing

1 June Steve James and OC had two male
The species had been seen displaying and singing in the
same area in 2010 but no further evidence of breeding was

At Mafraq (UB25) on
feldegg.

obtained on that occasion. In 201
visits

the

from

late

1

April to the end of

they had seen none

May

and

two males had arrived from somewhere
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it

in weekly
was presumed that

else.

Five were seen

30 June, there were no

at the site

On

the afternoon of 16 June at

(VB25)

HR

Bridled Tern

visits in July.

A1 Ain Sewage treatment plant

reported that he and

Dave Clark had found two
They were feeding in one area

Yellow Wagtails feeding together.
and moving between there and another area near the lake. Again
it was a male feldegg, but the female did not look like the same
race. On 21 June he found seven Yellow Wagtails, including four
adult feldegg males in summer plumage, one female which did not
look like feldegg and one or two which were at first thought to be
juveniles but later, from photos, they were much more likely to
have been immatures that had undergone a post juvenile moult. As
such they could have come from elsewhere in the UAE or
elsewhere in the Middle East.

S.

anaethetus were

common breeding

species. Swift

Tern

S.

Here

as in other coastal regions of Arabia the breeding seasons of

seabirds

bergi were suspected of breeding on two islands only.

vary from year

depending on
that

a

year and

to

number of variables.

egg-laying did not properly start

from place

to

place

For these terns it seems
until the end of June,

At a fourth site A1 Warsan wetland (VA27) on 17 June another
immature Yellow Wagtail was seen by John Iversen. He recalled
that on 3 June he had seen an adult male at the site singing from
a rock, about 1 50 metres from where the immature was later seen.

The young

bird

conclude that

it

was

quite shy and a strong flyer so he could not

had been bred

at the site.

As

this site is

only 1-2

km

from the Dubai pivot fields, see above, there is a good
possibility that the young from one site could occur at the other.
Also the A1 Warsan report was after the birds had gone from the
pivots.

Breeding Seabirds in the northern Red
Sea of Saudi Arabia
by

Mohammed

Y.

Shobrak and Abdulhadi A. Aloufi

Despite the importance of the northern Red Sea for breeding
seabirds, only a few studies have been carried out in the Saudi

Arabian part of

region (Shobrak

this

et

2002). The

al.

and

MEPA

first

IUCN

organised systematic survey on seabirds was carried out by

during summers of 1 982 and 1983, the results showed

Red Sea for breeding terns and
996 the Saudi
ildlife Authority

the importance of this part of the

(Ormond
(then
known
gulls

et al.

as

1

984). In

1

W

National

the

Commission

for

Wildlife

Conservation and Development) carried out an aerial and ground
survey

&

to identify islands

important for breeding seabirds (Newton

made
Tabuk

Al-Suhaibani, 1996). Since that time no survey has been

of the Saudi islands

in

this

region.

To counter

this

University funded a project, with scientific support from Taif
University, to determine the status of the breeding seabirds in the
region.

An

initial

survey was carried out

in July

2010

to assess the

requirements and habitats for a more detailed survey. This

happened in 2011 when five visits were made to the islands
between March and October, Despite some security and financial
constraints 16 islands in the region were visited. Details of the
island visited, their locations (including atlas square references)

and the species breeding on each are at Table 1 The five islands
from Sheikh Marbat southwards to Ber-reem (inclusive) are part
of the Al Wajh Bank archipelago.
.

Some

results

of the survey and observations on the islands follow.

Some breeding

birds of Saudi Arabian northern Red Sea islands (top to
bottom) Bridled Tern Sterna anaethetus Brown Booby Sula leucogaster and
Saunders’s Tern Sterna saundersi (photos: Mohamed Shobrak).
,

Seabirds

The Brown Booby Sula leucogaster was breeding only on
,

the

with both eggs and chicks present

in fate July,

was similar

which suggests

that

recorded for

rocky island of Riykhah where 84 nests were estimated. Our

the timing of breeding in 201

observations suggest that egg-laying probably started

populations of these species in southern parts of the Red Sea.

February or early March and continued

until July.

in

On

late

sandy

islands including those covered partly with vegetation, such as Al

Nabageyah, Al Uwandiyah and Sheikh Marbat, the Lesser-crested
S. repressa and

Tern Sterna bengalensis White-cheeked Tern

1

to dates

Caspian S. caspia and Saunders’s Terns S. saundersi were also
observed on sandy islands with low numbers of breeding pairs,
1-4 nests on each island for the Caspian and 10-20 pairs on each
island for Saunders's Tern.

,
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Our observations

for these species

Table

Breeding birds on northern Red Sea islands

1

ABBA

Island and

Square
-3

N

Uwandiyah (CA30)

N 26

Mardunah (CA29)

N 26 03.940 E 36 28.888

Ad Dahrah (CA29)

N 26 09.165 E 36 26.787

Sheikh Marbat (CB28)

N 25 52.810 E 36 35.955

1

1.068

E 36 21.696

N 25 42.000 E 36 36.104

(CB28)

Mezabeyah (CB28)

N

25 41.893 E 36 32.637

Harr (CB28)

N

25 40.257

Ber-reem (CB28)

N 25 39.550 E 36 30.775

UmmalMalek (DA27)

N

25 13.829 E 37 08.794

Jazayah (DA27)

N

25 12.945 E 37 10.269

Attaweel (DA27)

N 25

12.333 E 37 10.629

N 25

10.1 10

L)

mm

Qshaiyat (DA27)

E 36 31.436

E 37 10.170

AlMunqaleb (DA27)

N 25 09.974 E 37 08.987

Umm

N 25 09.673 E 37 09.691

#

c

H

26 35.920 E 36 06.608

Riykhah (CA29)

M rum ah

=
C/3

N 26 44.427 E 36 02.579

Al Nabageyah (BB30)
A!

H

Khadev (DA27)

Breeding confirmed
Breeding suspected

suggested that their breeding seasons started

March and

early

lasted until late June

of the

parts

leucophthalmus were observed

more southerly

in the

February or

The timing of breeding is again similar to
Red Sea. White-eyed Gulls Larus

chicks of both species.

southern

late

when we observed fledged

chicks were found

at

sandy and sandy/rocky islands

islands surveyed and nests with eggs and

July on three islands (see Table 1) which

in

probably started

suggest that breeding

early

in

June.

There was a further possible nesting at Harr
where we observed about 70 birds during April near old
barrows. The species has been known to breed in the region since
1996 (Newton and Al-Suhaibany 1996). Kentish Plover chicks
were seen in Harr and Sheikh Marbat island. Al-Rashdi et al.
(2010) showed that most of the suitable areas for this species in
Attaweel island

.

island

Red Sea

the eastern side of the

We

km

south of Jiddah to

Y anbu

estimated a total of 90 pairs were nesting on the islands.

On

the

Jizan (IB 10), whereas

other hand the Sooty Gull L. hemprichii was observed on

all

the

small.

1

islands visited with nests on the majority, but

&

65 pairs.

On

between one and

other islands the

commences

June/July

in the

April/May

northern areas and

in the

southern areas but our observations suggested

that at least during

May

in

201

and early June

1

Bahr (EA25) and near

the city of

north suitable areas are relatively

Birds of Prey

number of nests found were

Jennings (2010) reported that egg laying

eight.

generally

in the

are concentrated from about 100

were concentrated

on rocky islands such Mardunah and Riykhah, with respectively
25

al

egg-laying did not

commence

until late

in the north.

Two raptor species were recorded during the study. Osprey
Pandion haliaetus and Sooty Falcon Falco concolor. Newton &
Al-Suhaibany 996) showed the Osprey to be abundant in the Al
Wajh Bank archipelago where nest density appeared as high if not
the highest of any part of the Saudi Arabian Red Sea coast, with
1

(

breeding commencing

in late

autumn. Observations during our

Shorebirds

March survey revealed one

Five species of shorebirds, three herons and two waders, were

the nestlings suggested that breeding possibly started in late

nestlings, on

all

or two active nests, each with 1-3

the islands visited.

The

size

and the plumage of

recorded breeding or possibly breeding; Striated Heron Butorides

November which

Western Reef Heron Egretta gularis Purple Heron
Ardea purpurea Crab Plover Dromas ardeola and Kentish
plover Charadrius alexandrinus. Striated Herons were recorded

(PERSGA

2003; Jennings 2010). Adult Sooty Falcons were

observed

July and

striatus,

,

,

on

all

islands visited, but nestlings

with dense vegetation

counted

at

in

were only recorded at islands
There were 15 nestlings

late June.

Al Nabaqeyah island. This suggests that the species

probably commenced breeding
confirm the

at

major concentrations of this species
at

the

A!

April.

this

was

at

the

(2002) recorded nesting
islands.

At one of these

in

(centred

W estern

most northerly

Nabaqeyah. Previously Ormond

et al.

(

1

islands, Ber-reem,
at

at

Reef Heron was

island visited, Al

the

in

similar to the results of the previous studies

Hedged juveniles were being fed

at

Riykhah

October. The distribution density pattern and breeding success

is known to be strongly influenced by food
(autumn migration of small and medium-size birds)
and the presence of terrestrial predators (Gaucher et al. 1995).

of

this

falcon

availability

Ormond

et al.

this species
in

on

(1984) recorded significant breeding colonies of
a number of rocky islands in the northern Red Sea

1982 with nests

in the

beginning of September.

HB10)

984) and Shobrak

mangroves on

breeding behaviour of Purple Heron

that

Saudi Arabia were found

in

Wajh bank and Farasan

archipelagos. Only a single nest of the

found and

These observation

comment of Shobrak (2002) who suggested

in

is

References:

Shobrak

&

•

P. R. Long, M. O'Connell, M.
Use of remote sensing to identify

Al-Rashidi, M.,

T. Szekely. 201

1.

et al.

suitable breeding habitat for the Kentish Plover and estimate

Al Wajh bank

population size along the western coast of Saudi Arabia. Wader

we observed

mangroves

possible

in April.

Crab Plovers were recorded at two breeding colonies; one with
46 barrows at Sheikh Marbat, and another with 26 barrows at

Study Group Bull. 118

&

( 1

):

32-39.

•

Gaucher,

P.,

J-M. Thiollay
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conservation. Ibis 137: 29-34.
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741,

markedly in recent winters. A prime example of this is Common
Shelduck Tadorna tadorna\ over 240 were present in January
5 in January 2009 and 40 in January 2007.
2011, compared to
Cattle Egret Bulbulcus ibis shows a comparable trend; over 100
1

now

1

regularly roost, having spent the day feeding on a nearby

refuse

tip.

Black-necked Grebe Podiceps nigricollis

is

another

species that winters regularly, albeit in fluctuating numbers; up to

80 were present

in

January 2011; the peak count for the

last five

numbers have been recorded historically.
Another conspicuous species is Western Marsh Harrier Circus
aeruginosus; present from early September until March, up to 47
have been recorded roosting in recent years, although 25 is a
more typical mid-winter maxima. This makes A1 Wathba the
single most important site in the UAE for this species. In contrast,
years, although larger

Greater Spotted Eagle Aquila clanga, although annual,

is

now

decidedly erratic visitor and seems to have declined slightly

a
in

recent winters. Other species that winter regularly at the lake

include a wide variety of waders

(I

have recorded 4

1

species here

autumn 2006) including Spotted Redshank Tringa
erythropus and Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa (both
generally scarce and localised elsewhere in the UAE), up to 20
Whiskered Terns Chlidonias hybrida, large numbers of Water
Pipits An thus spinoletta and three species of wagtail (mainly
utilising the sludge beds of the Water Treatment Plant).
since

Birding A1

Wathba Lake, Abu Dhabi
By Oscar Campbell

A1 Wathba Lake (UB25)

is

an Environment

Agency - Abu Dhabi

(E AD)-managed reserve and the most important non-tidal
waterbirds

in the

UAE.

site for

covers an area of approximately 3,000

It

between the Mussafah - A1 Ain and Abu Dhabi
- A1 Ain highways, approximately 30 km inland from Abu Dhabi.
Indeed, the former highway effectively forms the southern
boundary of the reserve and the distant rumble of heavy trucks,
hectares, and lies

not to mention the occasional jet plane taking off from a nearby
airfield,

provides a less than salubrious backdrop

superb

site.

Another

faint-hearted,

detraction,

the smell.

is

The

at

birding this

for

least

lake itself

to

more

the

shallow and very

is

such it would have rather limited appeal to many
However, on an adjacent low hill to the north, Mafraq
Waste Water Treatment Plant releases surplus treated water that
eutrophicates the sector of the lake nearest to it and has lead to
saline; as

species.

the establishment of several lush, vegetated freshwater pools of

Many

varying depth.

birds

commute

Water Treatment

to the

Plant to feed and then seek the security of the lake for resting or
roosting; in mornings and evenings there
flurry

of birds moving

to

and

of the Sake typically peaks

in

a near-continual

is

fro in small groups.

mid-winter and by

The water level
summer may

late

have reduced by 25-50%.

EAD

have been responsible for the management of the reserve

since 1999.

A

fence encircles the entire

site;

now

it is

regularly

patrolled to prevent labourers from several recently established

nearby 'worker's camps' from accessing the

manage

site.

EAD

staff also

dogs and foxes that hinder breeding birds (notably
Flamingos Phoenicopterus roseus), monitor bird

feral

Greater

populations

and carry out other research,

including

some

the

large

satellite-tracking.

A1

Wathba's main ornithological interest

lies

in

populations of wintering waterfowl and passage migrants that
utilise the area.

of up

to

Recent comprehensive counts, involving

four people in mid-January each year as

team
part of the Asian
a

Waterfowl Census, have revealed some 13,000 birds. This
includes up to 4,000 Black-headed Gull Larus ridibundus, 2,000
each for Greater Flamingo, Little Stint Calidris minuta and
Kentish

Plover

Charadrius

alexandrinus

and

over

1,000

dabbling duck, mainly Northern Shoveler Anas clvpeata, with

Both autumn and spring passage periods are also excellent times
Wathba; the area represents an important refuelling

for birding A1

stop for

many thousands of

examples of

this;

a

individuals. Hirundines are

good

hundred or so may winter (sometimes

including sub-continental vagrants such as Wire-tailed Swallow
Hirundo smithii) but much larger numbers (generally ,000-1500
Sand Martins Riparia riparia and Barn Swallows Hirundo rustica
combined) occur on autumn passage, peaking late September mid October. These birds feed over the Water Treatment Plant
daily, before making a spectacular dusk flight into the lake
reedbeds to roost. Small numbers of Blue-cheeked Bee-eaters
Merops persicus are invariably present amongst the hirundines in
September and October of each year and the first flush of arriving
White
agtails Motacilla alba in early October usually includes
a few Masked Wagtails M. a. personata, a very localised visitor
elsewhere in the country. Temminck's Stint Calidris temminckii
also occurs in large numbers on migration and counts exceeding
00 are frequent. Like the wagtails, this reclusive species prefers
the soft mud and shady tanks of the Water Treatment Plant rather
than the main lake. In contrast, Red-necked Phalarope
Phalaropus lobatus is mainly a spring migrant to the main lake,
although a few individuals may occur at almost any time,
including mid-summer and mid-winter. Curlew Sandpiper
1

W

1

Calidris ferruginea

Dunlin C. alpina

is
it

a particularly interesting visitor; along with

occurs

throughout the winter but

in
in

small numbers in autumn and

many

(although not

all)

years,

significant influxes appear in late January (1200 in January 20

1

maxima). Numbers then generally decline, often
quite rapidly, although a few hundred are sometimes present into
early May. It is not known if these birds move onto the lake from
relatively close inter-tidal sites in the Gulf or if they come from
is

the recent

much

further afield.

Other passerine migrants also regularly make

area, mainly in spring, when the tamarisk
and other scrub sometimes yield small numbers of
shrikes, Rufous-tailed Scrub Robins Cercotrichas galactotes and
European Nightjars Caprimulgus europaeus. The adjacent desert
was formerly good for small numbers of migrant wheatears and

use of the A1

Wathba

shelter belts

larks but

impacted

development and disturbance

in recent

years has greatly

this.

Eurasian Teal A. crecca also well-represented. Interestingly,
wintering

populations

of ducks

appear

to

have

increased

Like most
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sites in the

UAE,

bird

numbers and

diversity decline

Wathba from May

significantly at A1

always something of

interest.

This

Even

to July.

so, there

partly because

is

is

Sir

Tringa glareolci and Marsh Sandpiper Tringa stagnatilis

Y ellow

& Discovery

Islands

Gasha

migration starts early, with species such as Green Sandpiper

southerly-breeding

Bani Yas

autumn
Umm

and

Qasar

Umm Al

W agtails Motacilla flava returning by

second half of June. However, breeding species also provide
some interest. For example, important populations of Little

Kurkum

the

Jaber

Grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis, Kentish Plover, Black-winged Stilt
and Clamorous Reed Warbler
Himantopus himantopus
Acroceplmhts stentoreus breed each year and a few pairs of Pied
Avocet Recurvirostra avosetta attempt to do likewise, although
not always successfully. The two most interesting breeding
species are White-tailed Lapwing Vanellus leucurus and Greater
Flamingo. The former is steadily increasing and, after the Dubai
Pivot Fields, A1 Wathba is now the most important station for
this species in the

At

least five

UAE

where, overall,

broods were located

is still

it

Yas

Umm Hamas

highly localised.

both 2010 and 201

in

Sir Bani

1

with

Water Treatment Plant for nesting.
Autumn counts have increased markedly; 26 were recorded in
September 2011. Greater Flamingo is omnipresent on the lake
and usually numbers many hundreds. Over 2,000 have frequently
been counted recently and, presumably encouraged by
birds using both the lake and

now

supplementary food provision, birds

mounds

at

regularly build nesting

was successful

in

(see report at page

1).

several discrete sites. Breeding

1998-99 but not again

summer 201

until

I

This species was also discovered breeding during 2009

large

in

numbers near Mussafah (UA25) on the coast, a relatively short
distance from A1 Wathba. Birds regularly commute between the
two sites. Breeding is virtually unknown elsewhere on the
Arabian Peninsula

recent decades. Other currently resident

in

species include Glossy Ibis Plegadis fcilcinellus (up to eight), a

Coot Fitlica atra
Green Bee-eater Merops
orientalis.
Whilst small numbers of waders and, more
occasionally, ducks and hirundines, over-summer more realistic
recently

group

established

(confirmed breeding

in

20

1

1

of Eurasian

)

and

Little

potential future erratic breeding species include Little Bittern

Ixobrychus minuta (rarely recorded

in

June) and

Y ellow

W agtail

(birds of the race J'eldegg displayed and held territory at the

May

Water Treatment Piant throughout
11). Finally, a

in

2010, (see also page

Swamphen Porphyrio porphvrio

Purple

grey-headed caspius/seistanicus group recorded

was

in

the first ever apparently wild bird recorded in

would be eminently

emirate; breeding

should more individuals of

am

this
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Location of Sir Bani Yas and Umm al Kurkum islands. Frantic calling by
an adult Caspian Tern Sterna caspia when accompanied by dive bombing of
intruders, is a sure sign of breeding. Small chicks lie motionless in the nest
hollow. (Map and Photos Keith D.P. Wilson Umm al Kurkum island).
,

Oscar Campbell,

British

School Al Khubairat, P

O Box

4001

Umm al Hatab Island UAE (RB25). Breeding is now
confirmed at Sir Bani Yas and Umm Al Kurkum islands SB25),
Abu Dhabi, the most easterly breeding records of the species in
the Arabian Gulf.
east of

Abu Dhabi, UAE (ojcampbell25@yahoo.com).

(

Caspian Terns breed at Sir Bani Yas and
Umm AI Kurkum islands
by Keith D.

P.

Wilson

According

known
and

a

to

to Jennings (2010) Caspian Terns Sterna caspia are
breed as single pairs at al Ashat Island (RB26), Qatar

few are known

UAE. The

distribution

to

have bred on adjacent islands

map provided

in the

in the

Atlas of the Breeding

Birds of Arabia (Jennings, 2010) shows no confirmed breeding

first proof of breeding was provided by Emirates Marine
Environmental Group field staff, who were patrolling the island
of Umm al Kurkum, and observed and photographed two young
Caspian tern chicks at a nest, 7 December 2008. A single pair
also nested in autumn 2009 at Umm al Kurkum and a nest
containing a pair of eggs was photographed there 1 5 September
that year. Nesting was also suspected at Sir Bani Yas island in
2008 and 2009 and breeding was confirmed there in 2010 when
a single pair were observed incubating eggs at an isolated sandy

The
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and

A

20 September.

spit,

a single

pair also nested at

Umm al Kurkum

in

20

chick was photographed there, 27 October 2010.

Tables

1

On

Umm

a!
Kurkum nesting was again
were observed incubating eggs and
a second pair were found incubating eggs at a different location on
A single egg was photographed in
that island, 29 November 201

20 September 2011
recorded when

at

at a single pair

1

a nest at Sir

.

Bani Yas, 29 November 201

1

1

and

The number of Ruddy Shelducks observed was

2.

too small (a party of five birds, once in December, was the

maximum number

seen

any one time) for any meaningful

at

evaluation of the data collected. Sabkhat

well-established reed-fringed edges

Reference: Jennings, M.C. 2010. Atlas of the Breeding Birds of
Arabia.

Fauna of Arabia

Meadows 2004)
Counts

D

at

Sabkhat

continued

(kdpwilson@gmail.com).

exceeded 2500

Wilson,

P.

to

spring since

show

Fasl

al

use the wetland

NCWCD's

small numbers

(

>50

S.

described

Meadows

it

visitors to the

Arabian

Peninsula. Both, however, were found to be occurring at a newly

man-made wetland

Jubail Industrial City
staff

at

Sabkhat

al

Fasl

(PB31) between 1991-1995,

(PA3

1 )

near

inclusive, by

of the National Commission for Wildlife Conservation and

Development

Common

(NCWCD, now

the Saudi Wildlife

Shelducks Tadorna tadorna were seen

and on 24 January,

1

995 Peter Symens

an exceptional 885 birds
ever recorded

in

(in

in

Kirwan,

that, at the time,

was

was

sewage

treated

regularly visit Sabkhat

Province and
particular,

this

my

al

enabled

visits

Fasl as well as

me

to

outside

was able

much of

to

the Eastern

in

Evans

1976-1984 although Jennings (2010) stated that there had been no
subsequent information on the fate of this population.
Nevertheless, Porter and Aspinall (2010) mapped the site as a
breeding locality for the species. However,

Bundy

et al

I

noticed during

my

I

Fasl

1

counted shelducks every January during

my

residency (juveniles/sex not recorded) except 1999. For three
years (2001-4)

I

Data from Table

1

&

year with arrival and
-

data from Table 2

can be summarized as follows: 2001/2 arrivals were very early
in

October but

numbers occurred

until

in

2002/3 and 2003/4 no

December and

three birds remained into April. Early arrivals

small groups (usually >20)

-

only

mid winter did

in

along the Red Sea

in

2003/4 only

in

were invariably
birds

in

become

early and late birds were

Common Shelduck winter also

small numbers although this seems to be

the extreme limit of their wintering range.

at

Urban and Brown

(1971) had no records from Ethiopia.

Table 1.
Mid winter shelduck counts
1995-2004

Sabkhat

at

al Fasl,

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

T.

tadorna

T.ferruginea

Table

885

182

0

112

56

0

NC
NC

1020

140

1

3

800 2535
0

730
0

2

2.

Maximum

counts of

September - April,
Month

Common

Shelduck

at

Sabkhat

al Fasl,

2001-4.

2001/2

2002/3

2003/4

October

177

November

250

88

14

December

850

400

555

There are two reasons why the Drainage Zone at Sabkhat al Fasl
attracts Common Shelducks in large numbers. The main reason

surveys of the area.

al

autumn, with

(1997) the administrative centre of

Hofuf (PB27) had been expanded and much urbanisation of its
satellite towns had taken place, while in the township of Abqaiq
(PB28), near where breeding was reported, the vast area of waste
stabilization ponds had been replaced by a mechanical wastewater
treatment plant. Waste stabilization ponds can provide optimal
nursery areas for ducklings - for example during a visit to South
visited held at least one
Africa in 1993 every pond system
breeding pair of the closely related Cape Shelduck T. cana.
Another adverse development had been the completion of the
re-structuring of the traditional irrigation system in Al Hasa oasis:
concrete-bottomed canalised channels carried water into the dune
areas and limited riverine-like flood habitat existed. In view of the
above it was not surprising that my trips into the Al Hasa wetlands
were all negative as regards finding Ruddy Shelducks although it
should be pointed out that I was unable to undertake any aerial

At Sabkhat

to

who

coastal localities.

in late

departure times also varying between years

-

Bundy et al (1987) reported a presumed breeding
population of Ruddy Shelducks T.ferruginea in this area between

visits that since

significantly each

Some

(1994).

seem

1987),

(

tenacity has not been established. Total

site

almost certainly birds on passage

expeditions in the Al Hasa wetlands (PB27), described

in

al

shows that although some birds usually visited the site each
winter none occurred during mid winter in 1998, and possibly in

concentrated into dense flock/s.

five

playa-lakes in the

Shelduck. At the time of

extant.

still

two-day

included

et

ducks

continue to record shelducks. In
Jubail

at

2

with 177 birds counted

I

Common

writing the pans are apparently

double figures

995) reported

located

al Fasl,

particularly attractive for

1999, indicating

the largest flock

1994-2004 and

I

effluent, creating a shallow nutrient-rich habitat

numbers fluctuated

Arabia.

resident in Jubail from

and occasionally

flooded each winter, usually commencing

significant
1

Eastern Province

in the

which are normally dry, and are
Drainage Zone (see Meadows, 2004) are

Commission).

1

numbers

original discovery. In 2002/3

as usually the scarcest of

designated as the

been described either as rare or irregular

Shelducks have

birds), albeit not annually, feeding at several

Salt-pans at Sabkhat

species of shelduck that occur in the Middle East have

established

2 in

diet.

autumn, winter and early

have changed significantly since Bundy

Province, Saudi Arabia

The two

&

1

hinterland; at such sites the status of the species does not

status of Shelducks in the Eastern

By Brian

Common

that

in late

Elsewhere

birds.

inter-tidal coastal locations

The

Core Areas

(i.e. at

perhaps, reflecting their more vegetarian

25.

Marine Programme Director, Emirates
Marine Environmental Group, PO Box 12399, Dubai, UAE
Keith

Fasl did not attract

al

any large numbers and they were never seen on seasonally
flooded salt-pans, which were so favoured by Common
Shelducks, but all birds observed fed in shallow water along

also undertook counts of

covering the period October

to April.

The

Common

Shelducks

results are given in

is

undoubtedly the availability of suitable food (especially as

inter-tidal flats

along the Arabian Gulf are low

Zeitzschel, 1973) and the second

is

that the site

in
is

-

patrolled by

security staff to limit shooting. Linked with the latter
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nutrients

is

the fact

that the site itself provides long-range

danger making survival possible,

•
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Brian Meadows, 9 Old Hall Lane, Walton on the Naze, Essex,

England,

CO!4 8LC (BrianSMeadows@iycos.com).

Crested Honey Buzzard - A summer
record from Saudi Arabia
in the late afternoon on 30 July 2011 at
(QA29), Saudi Aramco leisure area, Dhahran,
Eastern Province, Saudi Arabia, I saw an adult male Crested
Honey Buzzard Pernis ptilorhynchus. This bird appeared to be in
good health, without any obvious injuries and could fly well. This

Whilst bird-watching

Dhahran

Hills

unusual record for the species and almost certainly

a very

is

relates to a bird that has spent the

summer

here. Crested

Honey

Buzzard (and apparent hybrid Crested x European Honey Buzzard
P.

apivorus ) winter

Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia but

in the

there are no published records of birds

summering

in this area.

saw a bird of prey flying directly into the sun, I could
it was a Honey-Buzzard type and it appeared to be
getting lower and maybe about to land. As both European and
Crested Honey-Buzzard occur in Eastern Saudi Arabia went to
relocated it on
try to get better views to establish which is was.
the ground, whilst walking through the football field area, where
Initially

make

1

out

I

I

I

managed

to get a

couple of photographs of it.

On

getting a better

was perched, it was apparent it was
a Crested Honey-Buzzard as it was a male with a bluish head and
had a dark eye. A European Honey-Buzzard adult male would
have had a yellow eye. The bird then flew off to a nearby tree and
look

at the bird,

even though

Adult male Crested Honey Buzzard Pernis ptilorhynchus in flight, Dhahran,
See more photos at
30 July 2011 (photo Jem Babbington).
http://www.birdsofsaudiarabia.com/20i 1 /07/male-crested-honey-buzzard
-dhahran.html.

expect first-years

to linger,

not adults".

it

could see it had two thick tail bars, diagnostic of Crested
Honey-Buzzard, rather than the three thinner tail bars of the
European. A walker then disturbed the bird and it flew off
showing the six fingered primaries compared to five fingers on
European Honey Buzzard plus a broad wing, heavier set structure,
the wing barring and lack of dark carpel patch, all diagnostic of
Crested Honey-Buzzard.

I

had other records of this scarce species

winter/spring 2011); 13
female), 5

&

6

May

in

Saudi Arabia (during

March (immature),

(adult male) and 7

May

13

March

(adult

(adult female).

I

The Crested Honey Buzzard is seen more frequently in Arabia
nowadays but this is the first summer record for Saudi Arabia and
probably the first summering bird elsewhere in the Arabian
Peninsula.

Jem Babbington,
The

status of this species

matter

in the

be seen more often
sightings in both the

record

in

not clear

is

in

Saudi Arabia or for that

remainder of the Arabian Peninsula, but

July

is

now

it

appears

than a decade or two ago, with

UAE

and Saudi Arabia

recent years.

in

to

A

autumn migration period and winter with additional records during
the spring migration period, March to May.
mentioned the
observation and showed a photo to Dick Forsman, and asked him
I

about migration timing.

He

replied (pers com.) saying "This

definitely too early for return migration, so

individual

interesting, as

it is

it

must be

an adult male,

a

O Box

13007, Dhahran

UAE

in the

UAE

now

six species of weavers that are breeders
These are Vitelline Masked Weaver
eaver P. cucullatus, Golden-backed
Ploceus vitellinus, Village
Weaver P. jacksoni, Baya Weaver P. philippinus, Bengal or
In the

late

Saudi Aramco P

Weavers

more

very unusual as most records are from the

c/o

31311, Saudi Arabia (jembabbington@btinternet.com).

or

there are

potential

breeders.

W

Black-breasted

Weaver P. benghalensis and Streaked

W eaver P.

is

summering

when one would

manyar. The first three are of African origin the other three are
from the Indo-malayan region. Pictures of all these birds and their
nests (which are often provide a diagnostic identification) can be
found on the web site of Tommy Pedersen, the UAE recorder, at
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http://www.uaebirding..com/photos-birds.html.

industry with an estimated value of over

A

(Engler 2008).

many people

Unfortunately not

take the trouble to check on the

breeding or report precise breeding activity of exotic species,

which

is

a pity

sum by any

US$300

increasing year on year both globally and

Saudi Arabia seems

to

billion in

2005

standards. This trade

is

most regions and

in

be no exception.

because some ofthese exotics have already become

permanent avifauna of Arabia and others will
The amount of information we have for these
species is wanting, both in the UAE and in Arabia generally. For
example although all these weavers have built nests and they are
a

colossal

part of the

certainly join them.

regarded as breeding by

many

there

is

no confirmed breeding

M iddle

East we have had some regulation of wildlife trade
1973 when the Convention of International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) came into
In the

since

being.

Aimed

regulating the international wildlife trade to

at

prevent species from becoming extinct, either economically or
biologically.

Once CITES laws were passed by

confirmed breeding for any species and particularly so with
weavers which seem to build nests all the time. To confirm

the

customs inspectors, wildlife

weavers are breeding details are needed of definite used nests or

regulations.

Hedged
young out of the
nest. Any evidence of breeding weavers would be gratefully
received by the ABBA project, as would information on the

managed during the last decade to enforce the CITES regulations
for imported goods and wildlife. However the local trade in

subspecies of local populations, interspecific competition with

markets, activities and dynamics.

indigenous or otherspecies and interaction with man/utilisation of

main intention of identifying

Nest building

reported for four of them!

discarded eggshells, eggs or young

young or adults carrying food

man-made

to

ABBA

not evidence for

in the nest, recently

for young, feeding

habitats etc. There

Information sent

Tommy

is

is

an awful

lot

should be copied

we do

to the

not know!

UAE

police,

government agencies were empowered

As

native species

member of

a

still

a contracting state

and other

officials,

CITES

enforce the

to

convention Saudi Arabia

this

needs attention and enforcement, which

possible through understanding the

local

wildlife

Our work was

is

only

trade,

its

initiated with the

the native species involved in the

local trade at Taif.

recorder

Pedersen 777sandman@gmail.com, or other local bird

In

our study

according

recorders as appropriate.

we found

four species available

IUCN Red

to the

at

Taif which

are globally threatened, these

List

Hawksbill Turtle Eretmochelys imbricata (Critically
Endangered "CE" n=2), Green Sea Turtle Chelonia mydas
(Endangered "EN" n=I), Mountain Gazelles Gazella gazella
(Vulnerable "VU" n=5), and Sand Gazelle Gazelle subgutturosa

were,

Wildlife

Trade

in

Taif Region, Saudi

Arabia
by

Mohammed

We carried out a

(Vulnerable

Y. Shobrak and Ali S. Al-Fagih

study of the animal market

in

Taif (GA19)

in the

Hejjaz region of western Saudi Arabia from October 2010 to

October 2011. The animal market
visited

it

is

active on Fridays and

2-4 times each month during the period.

We

we

noted 79

species of vertebrates available in the market during this time, the

majority were birds (47 species) but there were also 20 reptile and
12

mammals

species.

Globally the trade

in wildlife is

"VU"

n=2).

Among

birds

we recorded

five

Arabian

endemic species; Arabian Serin Serinus rothschildi (seen almost
every month), Arabian Waxbill Estrilda rufibarba (n=150, also
present most months), Yemen Linnet Carduelis yemenensis
Philby's Partridge Alectoris philbvi, and Arabian Partridge
Alectoris melanocephala. In addition a number of regional
endemic species were being offered for sale including Arabian
Golden Sparrow Passer euchlorus Sand Partridge Ammoperdix
heyi White-spectacled Bulbul Pycnonotus xanthopvgos Arabian
Babbler
Turdoides squamiceps and
Tristram's
Starling
Onychognathus tristramii.
,

,

,

,

an issue at the very heart of the

Appendices

&

of CITES were

relationship between biodiversity, conservation and sustainable

Unfortunately species listed

development (Oldfield, 2003). An illegal wildlife trade can affect
the natural resources and environment of both the importing

were Desert
Monitor Lizard Varanus griseus and Peregrine Falcon Falco
peregrinus. The Appendix II species recorded were two species
of Spiny-tailed lizards Uromastyx ornata philbyi & U. aegvptia
microlepis and two mammals, Blanford's Fox Vulpes cana (n= 2)
and Arabian Wolf Canis lupus arabs (71=10).

and exporting countries. The potential harmful effects on the

also

recorded.

in

Two Appendix

I

I

II

species found

The highest number of any species offered was

the Spiny-tailed

Lizards U. aegvptia microlepis with 310 individuals, but these
in April. The highest price being asked for
was 6,000 SR (>$ 600) each for the gazelles.

were only observed
individual animals

We

1

noticed that the majority of sellers of captured animals were

non-Saudis, mainly from Asian countries, whereas the majority of

customers were young Saudis between 12-35 years old.

Although

the total

recorded

during

number of

our

study

individuals from each species

were

generally

quite

low,

our

showed that there is a higher demand
for the endemic and near endemic species, like the Arabian
Waxbill and Philby’s Partridge. This demand is notably from the
Arabian Gulf countries.
interviews with bird traders

Helmeted Guineafowl Numida meleagris await sale in the Taif bird market.
not known if these individuals were bred in captivity, locally caught in
Arabia or imported (photo: Mohammed Shobrak).
It is

environment of the

illegal trade includes

reducing biodiversity and

disrupting ecosystems by introducing non-native species and
transmitting disease (Zhang et

al.

2008). Reviews of reported

international trade in wildlife products,

and timber products, demonstrate

that

which includes fisheries
it is a major worldwide

Several traders were concerned about the presence of the Saudi
Wildlife Authority officers monitoring the trade and the market.

Because of
element
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this

we

suspected that there

to the local trade

is

also an undercover

which goes unrecorded.

W e believe that

our real knowledge of the local wildlife trade

degree of uncertainty,

to a

impact

as well as the

in

is

human

has on wildlife and

it

therefore subject

terms of the volume and dynamics,
livelihoods

breaking and removing eggs. There are also a number of papers

on

reptiles,

amphibians,

fish

is

all.

both time-consuming and expensive, particularly where there

a

of the Dalmation Pelican

large active trade over an extensive geographic area.

many

likely that

examined

It

seems

studies in this part of the world that have

the wildlife trade

applicability, because they

have suffered from lack of general

have examined only

number of

restricted geographic area

wildlife products traded over a

timescale. This applies to our

a small

own

We

study.

believe that

and
it

is

300 pairs breeding
a

me 54 (20

1

notes, 152 pages

1

in

Bird interest comprises a paper on the status and population

regionally. Obtaining rigorous, quantitative data on these issues
is

and invertebrates. Volu

Comprised nine main papers and eight short
in

Turkey

at five sites, that’s

couple of decades ago. There

the nestling diet of the

the Gulf.

There are no

is

there are currently about

-

down from 20-25

Western Reef Heron on

mammal

papers

Turkey, Iraq and

the Iranian side of

in this issue

on the Arabian Peninsula. Most papers

in

only

sites

communication on

also a short

and nothing

this issue relate to

Iran.

important for governments to gather information systematically on

and regionally so that effective

Biodiversity Conservation in the Arabian Peninsula

conservation action plans can be developed. Sound information

ZME Special Issue 3 (2011) edited by Mike Knight,

also informs decisions on the consideration of sustainable use of

David Mallon and

the trade in wildlife nationally

the

environment and

its

This supplement

•
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Y.

prepared

ZME

reviews progress and highlight future

Protected

was

It

cooperation with the Sharjah Environment and

in

Areas

Authority

of a decade

recognition

UAE.

(EPAA),

Compiled

in

of successful annual conservation

workshops hosted by Sharjah EPAA.

It

comprises a series of 17

papers consolidating the progress and achievements of the
conservation workshops held

in

Peninsula and nearby regions,

e.g.

Sharjah concerning the Arabian

Jordan and Socotra. Papers are

grouped, after the introduction (two papers); on regional issues
(four papers, two of which relate to global hotspots of diversity
in

Arabia and a review of protected areas

studies

(six

papers on reptiles,

methodologies

Journals, Reports and Other Publications

to

directions for biodiversity conservation in the region.

birds

papers),

(five

in

and

e.g.

Arabia);

species

mammals

and

)

breeding,

captive

reintroduction, the strategic requirements for plant conservation

and systematic conservation plans for the Arabian Peninsula and

The following notes list some of the papers concerning birds and
other wildlife which have appeared in journals and newsletters

trans-boundary reserves. There are three papers on

relevant to the Arabian environment in recent months. Space does

stopover conservation

not permit the

full citation

of each article but further information

can be obtained from the various societies and organisations

A

shown.

of

full listing

published each year by

all

titles

relevant to Arabian birds

is

ABBA.

this

last

subject concerning birds, the importance ofmigration flyways and
sites in the peninsula, the satellite tracking

of a rehabilitated Greater Spotted Eagle and

a

summary of recent

findings concerning the population structure of Asian

from migration connectivity and gene exchange.

It is

a

Houbara

hard cover

volume with 208 pages and includes numerous black and white
and colour photos. ISBN 9783-925064-67-8.

Zoology

in the

Middle East (ISSN 0939-7140)

ZME are available from Kasparek Verlag
69120 Heidelberg, Germany; (Kasparek@t-

The supplement and

Volume

51 (2010) Contains 14 main papers (8 on vertebrates) and

three short papers.
specific to the

There are two papers on birds although none

Arabian region. One concerns Corncrakes on

migration and the other the diet of the Eurasian Black Vulture

Turkey.

Of

the other

Arabian fauna
Kuwait.
birds,

on the

fish.

first

the only

on the two toad-headed

Volume 52

Azerbaijan.

Grey

is

main papers

(201

1)

one

that

Agama

Monchhofstr.
online.de;

16,

www.kasparek-verlag.de).

secure three issues a

Subscriptions

to

ZME

-year.

in

concerns

species of

This issue contains only one paper on

breeding record of the Red-footed Falcon,

in

Mammal papers concern the Indian Gerbil in Syria the

W olf in T urkey and there a number of notes on reptiles and
The various contribution on invertebrates include one on the

dragonflies

mammals

of Lebanon.

in this issue

selection of Syrian

Volume

53

but three on birds.

Woodpecker

in

no

(2011)

One

Iran,

papers

on

deals with nest hole

another the Spring

migration ofthe White and Black Storks over the Bosphorus. The
third

concerns the breeding ecology of the Kentish Plover

in the

Farasan Islands, Saudi Arabia, which includes notes on the

ecology of the species not previously recorded. For example on
Farasan the majority of birds nest under halophytic vegetation
(this is

not recorded elsewhere), brood desertion

both adults attend most broods.

It

was

is

unusual and

also interesting to learn that

Hoopoe Larks predate Kentish Plover

nests

on Farasan by

Greater Short-toed Lark Calandrella brachydactyla An adult feeding full
grown young, 3 June, at Irkayya farm, Qatar, the first breeding in Qatar
(photo and report Jamie Buchan). There was also an adult feeding two
young at Sohar farms (WB25), Oman, 1 June (John Atkins).
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New Books
Phoenix aims

to

Arab Emirates: a guide to
important species by Simon Aspinall,
Salim Javed and Hanne and Jens Eriksen (201 1)
Birds of the United

provide details of all new publications which are

relevant to birds and wildlife in Arabia or generally to the

common and

Arabian/Middle East environment. Titles mentioned are usually
America. Others are on restricted distribution or privately

This book follows similar books on the birds of Oman and Qatar,
being an introduction to birds of the state for those not previously

published and readers wishing

familiar with local birds with an emphasis on colour photos to help

good book shops

available in

to

in

Arabia, Europe and North

obtain copies should contact the

When ordering through

author, publisher or distributor mentioned.
a library or agent,

The

and quote the ISBN or ISSN number,

shown against

prices

titles

include post and packaging.

are published prices but

given.

if

may

not

Recommendations made about books

are based on the standard of treatment of the subject, format and

identification. This
in

many and

the

book

will help

environment. As

natural

watch

to

them,

the

in

how

introductory chapters describe

where

encourage an interest

in birds

help foster a consciousness towards the protection of

to

binoculars,

others

the

in

the

series

watch and identify birds,
a code of conduct for

quality of contents.

birdwatchers, a short note on falconry and a bibliography. The

good value

main bird text is split into the habitats of gardens parks and farms,
coasts and wetlands, mountains and the desert, with a chapter on

A recommendation does not necessarily mean
money. Readers are asked to provide details of
other new and relevant titles not already mentioned in this survey.
for

each. Typical species of each are described their range and status

of the United Arab Emirates by Simon
Aspinall and Richard Porter (2011)
Birds

given and behaviour and habitat notes added as appropriate, as
well as breeding range. There are about 240 species accounts of
the total of

440 odd

have occurred

that

includes 135 vagrants). There are small

The
is

This excellent book

best field guide on Arabian birds, ever!

the first field guide for

any Arabian

state

and Simon Aspinall

good job with it. This is Simon’s
last book. By the time he died in October 2011 he had seen more
birds in the UAE than anyone else and he had found many of them
and Richard Porter have done

for the first time in the state.

should prepare
a

scaled

down

this record.

a

It

is

therefore very fitting that he

The book
nd

Middle East fieldguide 2 edition (see Phoenix 27: 7), by the
same authors but with Richard as first author on that occasion.
This new book has a lot plates from the original but a lot of new
1

ones of
least

UAE

one

specialties, especially the exotics.

seasons, blue for winter visitors, red for residents, green for

migrants, yellow for

summer

It is

used

to

show

the exotics. After the

introductory sections the species accounts deal with the 445
species that have occurred in the

UAE

up

to

of another, including 100 or more vagrants.

which have occurred

in

mid 2011. Of

chance the species will soon appear
similar

A

very few species

species

in

in the

where there

is

a

good

UAE or where there are

UAE. The

their first visit to the

UAE

or

new

a description with critical identification features or

Card covers, 256 pages( 140 X 210 mm). Published by the
Environmental Agency Abu Dhabi, P O Box 45553, Abu Dhabi,
UAE. Price unknown. (Customerservice@ead.ae, www.ead.ae).
ISBN 978-9948-15-959-9.

Atlas of Breeding Birds in Bulgaria by the Bulgarian

Society for the Protection of Birds

behaviour

miscellaneous notes section for other important aspects of

species.

range
Iran,

in

The accompanying species maps sensibly show species
the whole of the Arabian and Near East region, including

which allows

context.
is

There are also notes on voice, habitats and

in bold.

On

the

UAE

maps green

occurrence

to

be put into a wider

depicts residence year round, orange

migrant breeding range and hatched blue the migrant and visitor

Some might be disappointed that the maps do not show
more detail of UAE ranges but only for some of the passerines
would there be an advantage in depicting occurrence in the
different areas of the country. The illustrations are excellent and
show the various plumages of male, female and young as
appropriate and some races and morphs, in flight and settled. The
book is finished off by a list of further reading, a bird list of the

range.

UAE

and an index. This field guide will be extremely useful for
anyone in the field between Kuwait and central Oman and is
highly

recommended

Field guide

Christopher

size,

Helm

to

everyone likely

to bird in the region.

240 pages, card covers. Price £24.99. A
fieldguide

published

Houndmills, Basingstock, Hampshire,
1-4081-5257-7.

-

Editor in Chief

Petar Lankov (2007)
been established between the

In recent years a positive link has

birds of Bulgaria and Arabia through satellite tagged individuals.

An

Imperial Eagle from there

came

to

western Arabia

winter

in

2009 (one of an estimated 25-30 pairs found in the country) as did
an Egyptian V ulture in 20 0 ( Phoenix 27) one of only 40 pairs in

No doubt many

the state.

regions. This

first

aliasing criteria,
a

birding will find this guide

to

very helpful.

1

accounts

species

provides names and some alternatives, size and weight data, and
highlighted

of occurrence

by a excellent

these

nearby countries but are not yet on the

are included in the text and plates

confusingly

a databar

illustrated

photo or usually a photo montage of two or more views. Those on

about 120 breed regularly and some 300 are migrants of one sort

list,

is

nice that at

such a significant part of the avifauna seen by most

visitors, several plates are

UAE

and

visitors

throughout the year. Each species

guide takes these species seriously because they

field

now make up

(this total

might be described as

itself

(species-wise) version of the very popular Birds of

the

in the

UAE

in the

maps showing occurrence

by

UK RG2I

A&C
6XS.

Black,

ISBN 978-

other species migrate through both

Bulgarian

aims

atlas,

which uses standard European

to present the status

Bulgaria, (datum 2005), as a baseline

of birds breeding

for

changes of species and range and

to

The whole area of

covered (110,990

standard

the state

10X10 km UTM

is

address conservation issues.

km

2
)

along

squares of which there are 1240. In

297 species are included,

slightly

in

future monitoring

more than

for the

all

Arabian

Peninsula, but with a greater diversity of breeding species. For

example there is an average of 72 species in each 100 km square
and a maximum of 163 species. Over one million records were
collected by 475 observers and this data underpins the two maps
for each species, one for distribution and one for density. For
species previously well studied or

maps

previous

of

mapped

distribution,

there are also small size

bringing

population/distribution changes in recent years.

into

focus

The maps show

distribution according to three different sized blobs e.g. possible,

probable

and confirmed breeding. The second map shows
density according to a four different size blobs

population

indicating four ranges of density of breeding pairs.
rivers

The maps show

and mountain regions and the blobs are black. Some maps

for rare vulnerable birds are

adapted so as not

information of breeding locations. The

does mean
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that a very

few

1

0

km

UTM

to

give

away

critical

grid divisions used

squares are slightly less than

that.

which provides

a

small area of distortion on the maps.

The species

accounts are written by a team of Bulgarian authors, their names
are provided against each species.

conservation concern

They cover

of distributions and numbers; distribution and density patterns;

changes

historical

in

the text.

distribution; habitats

and altitude where

drawing ofeach species accompanying
Each species including its maps and drawing covers one

breeding occurs. There

is

a

opening of the book. The

atlas

is

finished off with

some

general

information, references and an index. Bird Atlas collectors (yes
they exist) will want this one as
distribution in a
it

for

its

historical

little

known

it

throws

much light on bird
many will also like

corner of Europe,

emphasis on conservation issues and its strength on
change patterns. This book is completely bilingual with

equal texts

Hardback,

in

Bulgarian and English.

679 pages (210

available from

Protection

X

295 mm). Price not known but
Bulgarian Society for the
Bulgaria (bspb_hq@bspb.org,

the publishers the

of Birds,
www.bspb.org).

Sofia,

UAE

,

Vol 4 by Antonius van

the degree of

European and global levels;
population size in pairs and the trend

at the national,

the legal protection status;

Arthropod Fauna ofthe
Harten (2011)

must now be beating records on the
series. A volume comes out
every year, that’s incredible (see previous listings in Phoenix 25,
26 and 27) This volume gathers together papers by 57 specialist
from 18 countries, many of whom have worked in the field in
preparation of their family accounts. Papers tend to be on a single
family but sometimes two families are covered or the paper relates
to an infraorder/suborder. There are three papers on arachnids, one
on crustaceans and 33 on insects, arranged in phylogenetic order.
Many families have not been recorded in the UAE before. This
volume includes details of three new genera and 90 new species
described for science, it adds 469 new species to the UAE
arthropod fauna. An impressive achievement even in the world of
invertebrates. The volume is complete with listings of locality

The publication of this

series

speed of production of multi volume

coordinates and taxonomic novelties and an index. This 830 page

monster maintains the previous standard ofVols 1-3 and includes

masses of excellent colour macro photography of animals and

UAE

habitats in the

and plenty of

book even if you are not
recommended.

line

interested

An

drawings.

attractive

Highly

arthropods.

in

Hardback, 1 7 4 X 240 mm 830 pages. A vailability and cost are not
known but contact the author (tonyvanharten@gmail.com) for
further information. Daral Ummah Printing and Publishing POB
39975, Abu Dhabi, UAE.

Bedouin Ethnobotany: Plant Concepts and Uses

in

a

Desert Pastoral World by James P. Mandaville
(2011)
This book

is a

study of the uses put

of eastern Saudi Arabia.

to plants

provides an insight

It

among

the bedouin

to the

fundamental

relationship of nomadic pastoralists to their botanical environment.

The author was raised in Dhahran in the American ‘colony’ that
was ARAMCO (now Saudi Aramco). Already an Arabist from the
1960s he worked with ARAMCO for many years in the deserts of
the region, as an interface between the company and the bedu
which sat over the areas that was being explored and exploited for
oil. The job gave him limitless access to the bedouin and their
desert lore at a time when the lives of these pastoralists was
beginning to change, forever, as the modern world encroached and
oil

wealth began

to

snap shot of that
necessitating

all

be

Therefore

felt.

life

perhaps a

this report is

which no longer

exists

in

much on

main chapters. The

land, that

is

many

his conversations with

bedouin consultants throughout the region. The book
into five

mere

future similar studies of the region to be

reviews. His study relies

first sets

is

final

form,

this

divided

by describing the

the scene

the geology, topography, climate,

vegetation and

Bora. Plants are probably as important to bedu geography as

physical features and these people often describe segments oftheir

ranges by the plants that grow there and regions in terms of the

botany and plant distribution. The bedu are described, their
their life

around the
uses.

tribes,

and languages, the bedouin year which much revolves
stars

and plants and then there

The primary bedouin

is

a

interest in a plant

long section on plant
is

whether

it

can be

eaten by livestock or not and there are sections on grazing plants

The Grey Hypocolius Hypocolius ampelinus is not an Arabian breeding bird,
but maybe one day? These pictures of nests eggs and nestlings by Masoud
Moosavi were taken 3-8 May 2010 in the Haft-tappeh area, Khuzestan
Province, South-western, Iran.

and of course those not grazed or which are toxic. However
firewood, food, medicinal uses, tanning, soap, cosmetics, even

gunpowder

are dealt with, not to

mention plants

in

crafts

and

construction and the play of children. Medicinal uses are dealt

with thoroughly, covering plants useful for a range of health issues
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as

wide as

constipation, snake bite, childbirth and

arthritis,

on supernatural aspects of
plants and the bedouin nomenclature of plants. The book goes
into some considerable depth on the subjct of the classification
and naming of plants according to the bedouin and conceptual
toothache. There

also a section

is

a

number of

Middle

phenomenon reported elsewhere

species, a

East

in

Spring

2011,

numerous

with

hirundines, shrikes, chats and warblers until the end of

Observations including during censuses and transects, indicated
that the greatest diversity

photos of habitats, bedouins, plants and their uses. In addition

the greatest habitat diversity of the three reserves), there

is

CDrom

a

with 340 colour images of people, habitats, and

most of the plants mentioned in the book and an audio file of a
bedouin song. It is well referenced and supported by
a glossary of Arabic plant names and indexes of plants and
general subjects. This is a unique book representing a study of

of

May.

and linguistic aspects of the subject. The text is supported by
numerous line drawings, tables, diagrams and black and white
there

in the

records

of breeding species was

Tubaiq reserve, where 23 species were recorded
at

Harrat

Harrah and 17

al

region with

little

at

Al Khunfah

vegetation during 201

1

).

at the Jebal at

(this reserve

has

were

2

(a particularly arid

A

simple comparison

traditional

of the results of walked censuses

plants in the

Jennings, 20 1 0) and 2011, indicated startling reductions between
the two periods, both in the diversity of species and the number

nomadic

be compiled

again

recommended

to

pastoralists life in Arabia,

from

first

its

like will

hand narratives.

is

It

those with any interest in the plants of the region

way of life.

or the bedouin

Hardbound, 420 pages (235

X

160 mm). Price $55 excludes

postage. Published by University ofArizona Press, 355

Avenue

,

never

highly

103

Suite

S.

Tucson
AZ 85 71 9,
ISBN 978-0-8165-2900-1.

(www.uapress.arizona.edu).

Euclid

USA

,

at the

(1988 and 1992) with recent years, 2009

of birds. For each reserve

was observed

less than half the

thought an environmental variable, possibly

average species

rainfall,

responsible for this result. Both the recent years are
it is

not

aridity in this part of Arabia.

known whether

The

latter

wet year and 1992 was also thought
average

rainfall, but

may
known

be
to

they were normal

of an increasing trend

to

could possibly be a result

of climate change. In contrast 1988 was known

is

By Michael C Jennings

Survey 40,

in

for the region, exceptionally dry or part

:

(ABBA

2009 and 2011 than in the earlier
period and probably less than a third the number of all birds were
present in recent years compared to the earlier period. The
methodology of the censuses has not changed and therefore it is
diversity

have been dry years but

Bird observations at three Protected
Areas in north-west Saudi Arabia May
2011

reserves in earlier years

to

to

have been

a

have received above

whether they were wetter than normal years

good rainfall data for the
The presence of bedouin herds was also thought to be

not clear because of the lack of

region.

having an adverse effect on the remaining vegetation, and
Saudi

W ildlife Commission has three large protected areas in the

north-west part of the Kingdom; A1 Khunfah (centred
a

at

EB33),

probably

populations,

bird

at

all

reserves.

Grazing

was

particularly prevalent in the Harrah al Harrah.

region of sandy plains, limestone and sandstone outcrops; Jebal

Tubaiq (centred at DA35), a rocky sandstone region and
al Harrah (centred at FA38), a region of old lava Hows.
These reserves have a combined area of approximately 42,000
at

Harrat
2

km and were

#

originally set up to protect populations of gazelle,

Houbara Chlamydotis macqueenii. The reserves
were visited during May 201 (ABBA Survey 45) with a view to
reviewing bird diversity and populations at each by comparison
ibex and Asian

1

with historical data.

Evidence of species diversity and population levels was collected
through a variety of census methods. Altogether 60 potentially
breeding species were noted

in

northern Arabia during the survey.

Breeding species recorded for the
included,

noctua,

Namaqua Dove Oena
and

Olivaceous

first

time

in

capensis. Little

the

reserves

Owl Athene

Warbler Hippolais pallida

at

Al

Khunfah; Short-toed Eagle Circaetus gallicus, Pallid Scops Owl
Otus brucei. Little Owl and Olivaceous Warbler at Jebal at

Tubaiq and Short-toed Eagle and Mourning Wheatear Oenanthe
lugens at Harrah al Harrah. On the other hand a number of key
species were absent from the reserves notably Golden Eagle
Aquila chrysaetos and Asian Houbara. Nomadic breeding
species, such as larks and Cream-coloured Courser Cursorius
cursor, were found
to

previous years.

in

particularly low concentrations

Some

compared

other notable observations

reserves included individuals of the Egyptian Vulture

percnopterus (categorised by the

IUCN

at

the

Neophron

as ‘Endangered’), at Al

Khunfah and Jebal at T ubaiq reserves and some individuals of the
Desert Wheatear Oenanthe deserti in the Harrat al Harrah in
suitable breeding habitat (the only site in Arabia where the
species has bred). Several Spur-winged Lapwing Vanellus
spinosus were observed on the southern boundary of Al Khunfah
reserve, a new location for this species which is expanding its
range in Arabia. The passerine migration was noted to be late for

Two

Black-winged Kites Elatuis caeruleus were found in an agricultural
area near marshy ground in central Arabia (KB27) on 1 June 2011.

It

was very noticeable

that a

number of human commensal

species, often in huge populations,

human

now occur over

large areas of

habitation and particularly irrigated agriculture in north-

west Arabia. However these species have not generally made
inroads into even the edges of the reserve areas which for the
large part remain as arid desert habitat.

A

few observations from other areas outside the reserves included
At Al Jauf lake (FB36), 26 May one Ferruginous
Duck Aythya nvroca (IUCN = Near Threatened) was present as

the following.

were probably

a

thousand migrant Sand Martins Riparia riparia.

Scarcer migrants there included

T emminck’s
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Stint Calidris

T erek Sandpiper Xenus cinereus,

temminckii and Red-necked Phalarope

Announcements

Phalaropus lobatus. Also on the lake were Common Coot Fulica
atra. Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus, Little Ringed
Plover Charadrius dubius, Kentish Plover C. alexandrinus and
Little Tern Sterna albifrons all of which might breed in view of
the season. On a small wetland near Tayma (EA32) Clamorous

A

W arbler Acrocephalus stentoreus were singing on

Egyptian Red Sea coast

area for the species and Spur-winged

At

marshy area with palm

a

(KB27)
1

1

3

Lapwing were

May,

a

new

also present.

and Jitncas scrub near Sajir
central Arabia, during the return journey to Riyadh on

in

trees

Raptor watch Egyptian Red Sea coast

2012. There

unknown

This species was previously completely

in the

whole of

northern, central and eastern parts of Saudi Arabia and

occurrence of two

was

and the only comparable survey 60

km

further north

in raptor identification and census, are invited
Egypt and be in charge of the survey for seven
consecutive days, 0830 to 1500 hrs, and record data, during
which time they will be housed at a private home nearby. Please

time and

it

is

contact

be part of a possible range extension of the eastern

details.

to

at this

me

privately

mary.megalli@gmail.com

at

for

more

be occurring in Iraq and

The A1 Hair watercourse south of Riyadh (MB26-MB25)

The Bird Calendar Oman

-

2012

on 2 June. In recent years the upper reaches of the
watercourse, from Riyadh almost to the A1 Hair dam, have been

Hanne and Jens Eriksen have produced

canalised and form a series of municipal parks. This activity

calendar.

visited

appears

to

have contributed

to a

decrease

in the

breeding birds on the watercourse as vegetation
it

Ayn Sokhna on the
March through 5 May

travel to

site. It

subspecies vociferus which appears
Iran.

1

near Suez city was 30 years ago. Observers, preferably those with

to

difficult to explain the

at

no published data on raptor migration viewed from

is

this location,

planned for

is

some experience

June, two (a pair?) were seen.

may

survey of spring raptor migration

may

have

also

contributed

is

greater

to

diversity of

and
sedimentation

of

Details

cost

their

available

are

2012 Oman Bird
from them at

www.BirdsOman.com

restricted

downstream. For example the former lake on the up-stream side
of the A! Hair dam was almost completely silted up with no deep

open water habitat left. Support for the apparent decreased
diversity on the watercourse was reflected in the fact that no
examples of Ferruginous Duck, Little Grebe Tachybaptus
ruficollis. Little Bittern Ixobrychus minutus, Grey Heron Ardea
cinerea, or
Red-rumped Swallow Cecropis duarica were
observed during the day and very few Mallard Anas
platyrhynchos and Purple Heron A. purpurea were present. All of
these species were previously established on the watercourse as
breeding birds (Jennings, 2004).

Podeces
Have you seen Podeces
Ornithological Journal

Society of Iran,

each year. The

it

recently?

The West & Central Asian

published by the Bird Conservation

is

appears on the web

at the rate

journal
in

is

mostly about the bird work that has been taking place

Iran and nearby countries recently.

Papers are of

reserves and recorded with a camera trap

sites.

Mammals

recorded

(all

at

many camp

photographed) included Red Fox

Vulpes vulpes (widespread/common) a possible Wild Cat Felis
silvestris,

Blanford’s Fox Vulpes cana

russatus, a

,

Spiny Mouse Acomvs

gerbil Gerbillus sp. and Sundevall’s Jird

Meriones

good

ornithological subjects, including, the ecology of individual

provinces, birds communities

Iranian

in

habitats, migration studies, estimating populations,

at the

a

and cover an extremely wide spectrum of

scientific standard

species

Observations of other fauna were made on an opportunity basis

of two issues

have averaged about 95 pages and
contain 4-7 main papers and 1-3 short communications. The
last four issues

birds as crop pests, ectoparasites, etc as well as

and other rare bird reports.

Iran’

A number

in

specific

morphology,

‘first

records for

of the papers on the

coastal birds of Iran in recent issues have had a direct relevance

Gulf coast of Arabia. To find out more you can read and
download Podeces (www.wesca.net) or contact the editor
Abolghasem Khaleghizadeh (akhaleghizadeh@gmail.com ).
to the

crassus.

Yousuf Mohageb change of address
I

am

Jabr

grateful to
S.

my

co-fieldworkers

Y. Haresi of the S

Amar

R. H.

WC staff for help during the survey and

companionship. The team also received

a great deal

of help from

who made us most
welcome and provided much help and generosity towards us.
also received a great deal of support from colleagues in the S W C
offices at Riyadh, including Abdulaziz Al-Mohanna, Mohammed
the rangers at the three reserves visited

1

Al-Salamah and Tarik Ai-Abbasi and especially from the
Secretary General Prince Bandar bin Saud bin Mohammad AlSaud who encouraged and supported the survey from the outset.

Yousuf Mohageb who runs Arabian Ecotours from Sana’a,
Y emen has unfortunately suffered a bit of a downturn in business
during 201
but he is still going strong. As soon as things are
1

back

to

normal he will be able

and birding tours.

•

Jennings,

M.

No one

to offer a

range of special interest

show

visitors the Arabian
endemics so professionally. His details have recently changed:
Arabian Eco-tours P. O. Box 5420, Sana'a Rep. of Yemen,
email: aet@y.net.ye, tel: + 967 1 22 33 18 and + 967
22 33 19,
fax + 967
22 66 74, mobile
GSM: + 967 711 88 36 44,

else can

1

1

CDM A:+967
References:

etc

Al-Momen and

:

777 77 00 24.

C. 2004. Breeding birds in central

Arabia 1978-2003. Sandgrouse 26(l):35-47. • Jennings, M. C.
2010.
inter birds in northern Saudi Arabia, February 2009 - A

Internationa! Vulture Awareness

Day

W

summary of ABBA Survey

40.

Phoenix 26:19-24.

Did you know

Michael Jennings (Arabianbirds@dsl.pipex.com).

Saturday of September every year is
Awareness Day. Originally started by the

that the first

International Vulture

Endangered Wildlife Trust’s Birds of Prey Programme and
partners and associates in 2006, this has

A 40 page report (pdf) of

this survey, including census and
maps and photographs of habitats, birds
available free to those who subscribe to

become

its

a global event

and

transect results, tables,

in 2009, 164 organisations from 57 countries participated,
promoting vulture conservation across the world.

and other wildlife is
Phoenix newsletter.

The

day, which
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fell

on

3

September

in

2011, aimed

to create

awareness about the plight of vultures globally and highlighted

Curlew survey in Saudi
Arabia January 2011

Slender-billed

work done by conservationists to protect these birds and their
habitats. Vulture Awareness Day recently led the IUCN Species
Survival Commission to establish a Vulture Specialist Group,
the

which

will coordinate

and focus vulture conservation from

a

global perspective.

IVAD falls on September in 2012. For more details contact
Andre Botha, Programme Manager, Endangered Wildlife Trust’s
Birds of Prey Programme {cmdreb@ewt.org. za).

2008, the Slender-billed Curlew Working Group (SBCWG)
launched an international search for Slender-billed Curlew
Nu men ius tenuirostris. Led by the Nicola Crockford oftheRSPB,
the group has for the past two years sent volunteers out to
In

1

Liwa Oasis Abu Dhabi UAE, February
2011
I

had four days

February 20!

1

Abu Dhabi

in

emirate and the Liwa region

in

mid

attending the Emirates Natural History Groups,

weekend gathering, hosted by the Abu Dhabi
at the Tila! Liwa hotel (TB24). The
hectic series of dinners, talks, workshops and field

inter-emirates

Group.

I

was

visit

spent two nights
a

There were also

trips.

new

lots

of interesting conversations and

managed a bit of birding with the group
too, including to Sila (RB25) on the western coast of Abu Dhabi
and to the south-east Liwa (UA22).
several

friends.

1

The avifauna of the Liwa

is a classic case study of what happens
and populations of a desert region when arid
environments are opened up for exotics and human commensals
by the provision of a variety of new habitats through crop
th
irrigation. The Liwa was in the mid 20 Century a region of dunes
and small date plantations with no permanent human settlements,
now there is irrigated agriculture, irrigated forestry, animal farms
and a mass of other human sites including gardens, lawns and
waste ground not to mention water everywhere. was especially
keen to see how the avifauna had developed since my last visit to
Liwa in 1997 (Phoenix 14:22). Although I had been to the Saudi
Arabian side as recently as June 2010 (Phoenix 27: 21).

to bird diversity

I

numerous countries throughout the range of Slender-billed
Curlew. As part of this search, a team investigated the southern
Red Sea coast of Saudi Arabia in January 2011, a potential
wintering area for the species. The team comprised of Ross
Ahmed (RSPB, SBCWG photo archivist/database assistant),
Ammar Al-Momen (Saudi Wildlife Commission= SWC), Jaber
Haressi (SWC), Jim Scott (RSPB Snettisham reserve manager)
and Mohammed Shobrak (Taif University). Funding and support
was provided through the RSPB and the SWC.
There

one previous record of Slender-billed Curlew from Saudi
at Jizan ( I B 0 ) on 19 January 1990. The only other
confirmed record on the Arabian Peninsula was in Yemen in
January 1984, also on the Red Sea coast. In this area habitats
potentially favoured by the species tend to occur on open sand
and mud Hats at the 'mouth' of wadis. Therefore the sites we
searched focussed on such habitats. We were in the field 10-22
January 2011. No Slender-billed Curlews were found. However
we did record 180 species of bird of which 36 were waders. We
observed 345 curlews altogether at seven of the 1 areas that we
visited, comprised of 224 Eurasian Curlew N. arquata and 121
Whimbrel N. phaeopus.
is

Arabia,

1

1

The

sites searched were
Sabya sewage ponds I B

(IB09), Jizan Bay (IB

Qahma

(IA12),

bird scene for the

Liwa was

1

set

1

1

1

1 ),

(HB10),

Dam (IB 1), Lalmuwassam
Abha Dam
A 13), A1 Shugaig/Al

),

1

Malaki

1

( I

Wadi Alassahbah (GB15), Dahaban (FA20)

north of Jeddah, a lake south-east of Jeddah (FB 1 9) and Jeddah

South Corniche (FB19).

The survey
by Colin Richardson when he
visited in March 988 (Richardson, 988). He mentioned that at
the time he could not find House Sparrows Passer domesticus in
Medinat Zayed (TB24) but he found Brown-necked Ravens
Corvus ruficollis widespread. This contrasts with the picture
during my visit in 1997 when House Sparrows were already
everywhere in the Liwa but failed to see a Brown-necked Raven.
Indeed I failed again to see the ravens in 20
and they were also
quite rare on the Saudi side in 2010. So what other changes had
there been?
Compared to the final picture of distribution of
common birds as shown in the Atlas (Jennings, 2010), I was able
to extend slightly the range of four human commensal species.
These were Common Myna Acridotheres tristis which were
recorded for the first time in TB24, it has not been recorded from
south-east
Liwa yet. The Grey Francolin Francolinus
pondicerianus and Graceful Prinia Prinia gracilis were both
found for the first time in UA23 and White-cheeked Bulbul
Pycnonotus leucogenys was seen in UA22 completing its

The

as follows: Farasan Islands

(

identified a

number of

threats

and pressures

to

important bird habitats including reclaiming of mudflats for
recreation, tourism; housing, fish

ponds and other developments;

uncontrolled dumping of domestic; industrial and other wastes,

rubbish

washed up along

the

tideline;

a

general

of

lack

appreciation of the value of the environment and avifauna,

overgrazing by livestock and the introduction ofnon-native scrub.

I

1

colonisation of the region.

from the region

in

With many thanks

None of these

1

four species

to the

Emirates Natural History Groups for a

Abu Dhabi

Ann Hornby

for

afterwards.

•

birds of Arabia.
Sites

1

important habitat for waders, especially as similar habitats
region are being destroyed.

Wadi Alassahbah/Al

in this

Lith 19°26N,

40°58E; coastal dunes, sandy/muddy flats and open sandy
foreshore and mangrove important for waders and other
shorebirds, also under threat of being reclaimed for recreation
and tourism usage.

The survey obtained

a

number of other significant bird records
Goose Anser albifrons at Jeddah on

including White-fronted

Jennings, M. C. 2010. Atlas of the breeding
Fauna of Arabia 25. • Richardson, C. T. 988.
of Interest: The Liwa Oases, UAE. Phoenix 5:6-7.

References:

1

January (apparently the

very kind invitation to the event and to Dick and
their hospitality in

was known

Colin Richardson’s day.

Three new potential IBAs were identified near the southern Red
Sea coast of Saudi Arabia. Sabya sewage ponds 7° ON, 42°48E;
ponds used for sewage disposal surrounded by scrub are valuable
because of the high number and diversity of waders present.
Lalmuwassam 16°26N, 42°46E; coastal mudflats which are

Michael Jennings (Arabianbirds@dsl.pipex.com).

1

first

1

record for south-west Saudi Arabia),

150 Persian Shearwaters Puffiniis Iherminieri off Jizan on 12
January (an un usually high count), two Black-headed Herons
Ardea melanocephala at Malaki Dam Lake on 13 January (2nd
record for Saudi Arabia) and a colour-ringed Baltic Gull Larus
fuscus fuscus at Jizan on 12 January (2nd read ring in Saudi
Arabia, although this

is

the

normal range for wintering).

Ross Ahmed 23 Rede Ave, Hebburn, Tyne and Wear, NE31
(rossahmed@gmail.com).
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reproduced

Articles and information in Phoenix

non-profit

or

scientific

for

appropriate acknowledgement
project and

given

is

may be

freely

provided

purposes,

ABBA

to authors, the

sponsors. Views expressed by authors, including

its

the position of international boundaries

same

Notices

in the text,

do not necessarily

on maps or reference

reflect those

shown

the project sponsors. Articles in this issue with no author

are by the Editor. This newsletter

to

of the Editor or

covered by the Zoological

is

Record prepared by Thomson Zoological Ltd, Innovation Centre,

York Science Park, Innovation Way, Heslington, York YO10

5DG, UK.
Contributions

to

Phoenix

Phoenix

is

published annually and

contains papers, reports, correspondence and announcements on
all

aspects of Arabian ornithology. Papers are not independently

refereed but every

effort

However

accurate.

made

is

to

ensure that content

is

ABBA

requests

project. Notices of reports

information

for

etc

and

of charge

but

and publications

included

are

free

commercial advertisements and loose inserts can be arranged for
a small fee. Phoenix is an informal newsletter and not really
suitable for longer scientific papers which might be more
appropriate to Sandgrouse, Fauna of Arabia or Zoology in the

Middle East. Potential contributors should consider the following.
Articles

may

Arabian Waxbill Estrilda rufiharba was found in at Taif
animal market almost every month during a study in 2010 and 2011.
(Photo: Mohamed Shobrak, see page 18).

views expressed by authors are not

the

necessarily shared by the Editor or the sponsors of Phoenix and
the

The endemic

be emailed, submitted on disk, typed or handwritten,

ABBA

The

website which

these papers.

H ow

to

year.

It

is

due

is

to

be updated, also includes

http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/arabian.birds/)

One

obtain Phoenix
issued free to

project and

A

(

issue of Phoenix

is

published each

current contributors to the

all

ABBA

also sent to subscribers and recent correspondents.

is

bundle of each issue

groups active

is

Arabia.

in

passed

It is

to all natural history

and similar

available on subscription for a single

payment of £25 (€35/US$45)

for the next five issues,

i.e.

Nos 29-

written in the format and style of recent issues of Phoenix.

33 inclusive, or by an annual standing order (Sterling bank

Taxonomy and nomenclature used generally follows
and Moore checklist (Dickinson 2002). Authors may

accounts).

this

Howard

the

depart from

source with approriate comment. Arabic places names should

follow

recent

mentioned

usage

Phoenix and

in

after

ABBA

the first time the relevant

each

locality

is

distribution square

designator should be given. Avoid alternative spellings of Arabic
place names. If

it

is

necessary

to

give coordinates they should

An

appear as degrees and minutes (and decimal minutes).
draft will be sent to authors for final

A more

comment

detailed ‘instructions to authors’

(arabianbirds@dsl.pipex.com

is

edited

before publication.

available on request

‘M C

Cheques

be

made payable

to

foreign cheques those not having access to a

‘ABBA/Phoenix’

or

UK bank account are

Euro (€), US$ banknotes, or the
equivalent in the currencies of the Arabian Peninsula. Subscribers
will notice that their address label includes a number which
indicates the last number of Phoenix they have paid for. Would
asked

to

pay

Sterling (£),

in

subscribers please send

one runs out
Subscribers

to

miscellaneous

).

to

Jennings’. Because of excessive bank charges for handling

in their

new

subscription before their old

avoid the time and expense of reminders.

to

Phoenix are also

ABBA

entitled to receive

publications

including

ABBA

PDFs of
Survey

reports (e.g. the full report of Survey 45 mentioned elsewhere in

Records are still needed The ‘first phase’ of the ABBA project
was complete in 2010 when the Atlas was published. However
the database is still live and will continue to be added to. The data
will also be available to anyone who needs information on
Arabian birds or the region and Phoenix will continue to appear
each year. Readers who have records of Arabian birds, however
old,

and whether published or

the Coordinator.

Old records

not, are

are

still

urged

to

make

contact with

ABBA

proved breeding information

is

uncommon

common

observers please continue

records and information for their local area and

ABBA
Any

breeding

species

in

send

in

to

remember to copy

report sheets to the local bird recorder (if there

outstanding report sheets for 20

1

1

is

one).

or earlier years should be

sent in as soon as possible. Individuals wishing to send records to
the

ABBA

project

will

be sent an email pack

instructions for contributors, the

breeding birds and so on.

W

interested in placing a subscription order as the price represents

sum

invoice or a receipt. Phoenix

information on their ecology, prey

collecting breeding bird information even for

Would

to

a

not only

is

and predators. Information on exotics and escaped species, ringed
birds and habitats is also needed. There is still much scope for
well trodden areas.

get

a small

for all the

subscribers please

is

not available through agents.

that is required, notes suggesting

possible or probable breeding, particularly
species, are also valuable as

it

be discontinued without warning, so

copy of each issue please think about
subscribing. Back issues of Phoenix (hard copy only of Nos 1-27)
are available at £2/€3/USS4 each (or the whole set for
£30/€40/US50) including postage. Those leaving Arabia might be
ensure

database

help to throw light on the history of population changes, range

primarily concerns resident and breeding species,

you

copies of Phoenix sent to regular and irregular

may

news of Arabian birds for five years. Will
remember to advise of any change of address.
When ordering Phoenix please advise if you would like an

particularly relevant as they

expansions and contractions. Although the

this issue). Gratis

correspondents

rite to

ABBA

including

record forms, a

list

of

Arabianbirds@dsl.pipex.com

ABBA Survey Reports: A PDF copy of the

full

reportof ABBA

Survey 45 (page 22) which includes a description of the habitats
and geography of the region, photos of census sites, the results
of censuses and a systematic

list of birds observed is available
Phoenix subscribers. (Arabianbirds@dsl.pipex.com).

free to

ABBA Website (http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/arabian.birds/)
ABBA website is long overdue a revision but unfortunately

The

there will be no time to update

meantime

An

it

in the

coming

year. In the

the site does provide:

introduction to the

ABBA

project.

Instructions to those wishing to contribute records and

forms

to use.
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the

A

bibliography of

birds. This can be

many hundreds of

references to Arabian

used as a search tool for species, subjects and

places (This bibliography

updated each year

is

-

get the

most

some previous Phoenix

to

Digital images from

NB

ABBA

please do not use

bred

issues.

surveys.

The email address shown on the

scenarios are taking place but the proportion of each

For the 2009-2010 and the 2010-201

recent update from arabianbirds@dsl.pipex.com).

Index

is joined by new breeding birds
seven-month breeding season progresses. It is

or the colony

ca.

now out of date

site is

-

at

Umm

unknown.

commenced breeding but

following egg collecting

November 20

1

1

.

It

Umm

remains

to be seen if the deserted
Qasar during the remaining four

UAE

island,

DP

is

seasons ca. 7,500 pairs

Umm

Breeding of Socotra Cormorant at
by Keith

both

disturbance the colony's numbers dropped to ca. 4,000 breeding
adults return to breed at

Qasar

long

likely

Qasar. At the beginning of the 201 1-2012 season

7,500 pairs

pairs in late

it.

1

as the

Wilson

Socotra
Cormorant
Breeding of the Arabian endemic
Phalacrocorax nigrogularis occurred on Umm Qasar island
(SB25), Abu Dhabi emirate, UAE in each of the 2009-2011

breeding seasons.

were 20 or more breeding sites of
many
Cormorant known from the UAE, but by 20
of these colonies had become extinct. These include colonies on
the islands of
Ghaghah (RB25), Gasha (SB25), Furaijidat
(RB25), Jazirat Na'itah (RB25), Qarnein (SB26), and Zirku
(TA26) all Abu Dhabi emirate and Sir Bu Nair (UA27), Sharjah
In the nineteen-nineties there

the Socotra

1

1

emirate Aspinall, 1995). Jennings (2010) reports active colonies
(

UAE,

within the

since 1995, from ten locations, namely (last

confirmed breeding date and population estimates are given): A1

Dayyina (SA26), 1997:
Ghagha, 1995: 6,000 pairs, Hayl (UB26), 1998:
3.000 pairs, Ras Ghurab (UB26), 1998: 3,000 pairs, islet off
Rufayq Island (UA25), 1999: 2,000 pairs, on North Yasat
Sinniyah (VB28), 1995: 15,500 pairs,

9.000

pairs,

(SA25), 1995: 2,100
1

995: 300 pairs,

pairs,

islet

Dhanna (SB25),

close to Jebel

Umm Qasar (SB25), 1995:

150 pairs, and Salaha
North Yasat became

(TB25), 1995: 80 pairs. The colony at
extinct from 2009 (Todorova, 2010) due to road construction but
the

colony

at

Umm Qasar has substantially increased to ca. 7,500

breeding pairs.

The breeding colony of Socotra Cormorants at Umm Qasar (see
location map page 15) was visited monthly from July 2009 to
November 2011. Large numbers of adult birds gathered to breed
in late August to September in 2009, 2010 and 2011 and
egg-laying commenced in late September to early October in
2009 and 201
and during late October to early November 20 0.
The last chicks fledged in late April in 2009 and 2010. A
chronology of the main breeding activities for the two complete
breeding cycles September, 2009 to April, 2010 and October
2010 to April 201 and the partly completed 201 1-12 breeding
cycle, which commenced in late September 2011, is provided
i

1

,

Umm

Socotra Cormorant Phalacrocorax nigrogularis colony
Qasar island.
a Caspian Gull Larus cachinnans takes a cormorant egg, 18 Nov, 2009.
Bottom, near fledged chicks take to the sea for the first time, 10 Feb 2010
(photo Keith Wilson).

Top

1

here below.

Umm

Qasar (24°23.5'N; 52°46.6'E)

circular island just over 0.5

beaches
north,

to the

km

at its

is

a small flat,

maximum

sandy and

width, with sandy

south and a low 3-4 metre rocky cliff margin to the

west and east sides. For the past three seasons the

cormorants have nested
Notwithstanding

the

the north-west part of the island.

at

dense

mass of

accurately counting the breeding
pairs at such a large colony

is

tightly

grouped

birds

number of Socotra Cormorants

also complicated

by

their

breeding

behaviour. For the past three seasons the largest gathering of
birds

at

the

Umm

Qasar nesting

site

was observed at the
late September to early

commencement of the breeding season

in

October, just prior

not clear if the continued

to

egg-laying.

egg-laying observed throughout

It is

November

to

associated primarily with birds relaying after

February period
first

months breeding season. Gulls belonging to the Herring Hull and
Lesser Black-backed Gull complex including Caspian Gull Larus
cachinnans and Steppe Gull L. (fuscits?) barabensis predate on
eggs, especially those nests located at the periphery of the colony.

These large

gulls are capable of quickly seizing an unattended

single egg and flying off with the
(see photo).

These wintering

whole egg grasped

gulls arrive in the

in their bills

UAE

in

nest during the winter

Umm

al

months

Kurkum (SB25)

at

Umm

Qasar and neighbouring

but no interaction has been observed

between cormorants and Ospreys. Osprey eggs are

December

to early

January, with chicks hatching

in

laid

February and the young are
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all fully

in

January or

is

clutch failures

late

August and are joined in December by small numbers of
wintering Pallas's Gull Larus ichthyaetus, which may also predate
on eggs and cormorant chicks, although this activity has not been
observed. In total two to three pairs of Osprey Pandion haliaetus

Hedged by mid-March.

The 2009-2010 breeding season

consumption

is

not an illegal practice

UAE

in the

but

was

it

nevertheless disturbing to record that fishermen had raided the

No

breeding activity was observed

Kurkum

Umm

at

summer months June,

during the

Qasar or

Approximately 6,000 adults gathered near

Umm

September and by

1

October an estimated

2

1

on the breeding grounds
this

at the

Umm

al

July and August 2009.

Qasar on 16

5,000 adults were

By

north-east part of the island.

time a large numbers of eggs had been

mostly single

laid,

eggs but some nests had two eggs and

a

few

On

three.

9

colony for eggs on

On

0 February unhatched eggs, white

1

chicks and fledged young were
site

many with

February, they had discarded

8

well developed embryos.

all

present

and numerous near fledged or

On

already entered the sea.

colony nesting

at the

young had

fully fledged

27 March

7,000 chicks/near

ca.

fledged birds were present at the colony but very few adults

were present however large numbers,

20,000, of adults,

ca.

November numerous adults were observed incubating and again

juveniles and fledged young were rafted on the sea surrounding

about 15,000 cormorants, mainly adults, were

the island or roosting at

About 200 Lams

vicinity of the breeding site.

Umm

present at

Umm

Qasar and

al

Kurkum on

at

or in the

spp. gulls
1

were

November,

8

comprised mainly of Steppe Gull and Caspian Gull and one or

Lams

two Heuglin's Gull

heaglini, and predation of eggs

was

also seen, especially at the periphery of colony. Incubation

Umm al

neighbouring

Kurkum. By

2

1

April most birds, comprised of many thousands of fledged birds

and

a

few thousand adults were observed either rafted on the sea

Umm Qasar or roosting at Umm al Kurkum.

surrounding
April the

In late

few chicks departed the nesting area and entered

last

continued during December, nests typically held three eggs, but

The colony site
was deserted and thousands of fledged birds and adults were

occasionally four or even five eggs were present

rafted on the surrounding seas at

A

total

of 10,000 adults and

1

in a

single nest.

,000 non-breeding juveniles were

counted 4 December. Thirty-eight Pallas's Gulls had arrived

Umm

Kurkum and

al

January 2010
gathered

1

December. By

late

1

incubating.

still

On

this date

some were entering

at the

breeding

fully

By

the water for first time.

few adults were present

present.

more than 3,000

many of the

had developed Bight feathers, were almost

a

site

17

chicks

Bedged and
March only

but a large creche,

3,500 predominantly white chicks, was

ca.

At the beginning of the April several thousand chicks

month the
colony nesting area was almost deserted. Thousands of birds,
were

ca.

still

present at the colony but by the end of the

10,000 adults and fledged young, were either rafted on the

sea surrounding
al

Umm Qasar or roosting on neighbouring Umm

Kurkum. The

last

few chicks departed from the nesting

site

May

the

May. On

as fledged birds in late April or early

colony breeding

Kurkum on

al

May

2

site

14

was deserted.

1

1

1

breeding

sea, near the

the 18

August

Umm

Qasar

site

during the period 12-18 August. After

until

20 September when

adjacent to

Umm

at the

By 27 October

Qasar.

colony nesting area and

1

at

Umm

Qasar, a few of which were

egg laying and incubating, and another 10,000 adults were
estimated rafted offshore.

By

9.000 adults were counted

at the

the end of

November 2011 egg

November 2010

breeding

deserted their nests.

cormorant eggs

site

ca.

but only a few

to

breed

are

in early

in

spp. gulls (mainly Caspian Gull

Umm

al

Kurkum. By

the

were

present

were counted

at

of 2

a total
at

1

7

Umm

end of December many

chicks had freshly hatched but large numbers of adults were

still

incubating and ca. 5,000 juveniles/non-breeding adults were
roosting at

Umm

al

Kurkum. By

the

end of January 201

1

some

7.000 adults were present at the nesting area, many of which
were incubating, and about 3,000 white chicks were observed,
on 3 January ca. 200 Lams spp. gulls (Caspian gull and Steppe
Gull) and 24 Pallas's Gulls were counted at Umm Qasar and
1

Umm

al

On

large boxes.

was reduced

29 November 201

the

comprising

Kurkum. Collecting cormorant eggs

for

human

It is

1

the

narrow coastal margin

to a

ca.

at

2,000 adults, most of
ca.

2,000

quite possible that adults will return

December 201

time of writing, there

as, at the

1

2011-2012 breeding

the

season.

Status
The Socotra Cormorant is currently assessed
(IUCN.2010; Bird Life International, 20
due
1

1

as Vulnerable
to its restricted

)

global range, limited area of occupation and decreasing

of active breeding locations, considered

(Birdlife

5,000,

Kurkum. On 29 November

23

the

site and large numbers of cormorants
The egg-collectors were seen removing

months remaining of

4-5

still

November many

ca.

On

from nearby Ruwais were

collectors

observed raiding the nest

ten in the 20

juveniles,

2,000 of these had

egg-laying or were already incubating.

started

birds were seen egg-laying or incubating egg clutches. In late

Umm al

9,000 adults were

ca.

ca.

which were either incubating or egg-laying and

From mid-May to mid-August 2010 the Umm Qasar breeding
site was deserted, the first gathering of probably more than
13.000 adults was noted on neighbouring Umm al Kurkum on
26 August. The colony may have been disturbed in early
September as only 50 adults were at both Umm al Kurkum and
Umm Qasar on 21 September. However by 28 October ca.
1,500 adults were present

adults were

large raft on the sea to the north and immediately

in a

counted

at

2,000 adults were

ca.

maybe another 13,000

present at the nest site and

counted

was not sighted again

the gathering of adults

non-breeding juveniles.

Qasar and

Qasar and neighbouring

From 2 May to
August 201 the Umm Qasar nesting area
was deserted. The first large gathering of adults was rafted at

extent of the colony

The 2010-2011 breeding season

Lams

Umm
1

2011-2012 breeding season to 29 November 201

the northwest of the island

neighbouring

201

at

13

February when an estimated 16,000 adults were

comprised of

Umm

2,000 white-feathered chicks were observed

ca.

some

present,

Qasar by

several creches, increasing to

in

chicks on

Umm

the sea as near fledged or fully-fledged birds.

1

0 assessment.

International,

The

to

be between

number
six

and

Birdlife International assessors

2011) suspect

that

breeding occurs

irregularly in response to locally varying food availability, but

they have

combined published information from

sub-populations of the Arabian Gulf

There are overt differences

in

the

two

distinct

and the Indian Ocean.

breeding behaviour between the

two sub-populations, which may indeed

relate to the availability

of fishery resources. Whereas breeding has been reported from
the

summer months, June

(Gallagher and
the hot

nesting

Phoenix 28 (2012): 27

October,

to
1

at the

commences

in

the

Indian

Ocean

980) breeding never commences

summer months from May

Observations

April.

W oodcock,

colony studied
there in late

to
at

August

Umm

in

the

Qasar reveal

September and continues

King (2011) also reports

in

Gulf

.

that
until

the breeding season occurs

during the same period, from October to April,

colony

at

Bahrain.

concentrated

to

Not only

spring.

at the

large

Suwad al Janubiyah (QB28) in the Ha war archipelago,
The nesting season in the Gulf is mostly regular,
autumn, through winter

the cooler
is this

to early

period less stressful for nesting birds

in

terms of temperature regime but bentho-pelagic fish resources
are at their greatest during this period within the

For example the Environment Agency

Gulf region.

Abu Dhabi

(2009)

reports a clear drop in fish landings annually during the hot

summer months from July to September, when fish are known
move to deeper and cooler waters. Many Socotra
Cormorants, outside of the breeding season, move to cooler,
deeper waters at Musandam W A28-W A29) during the summer
to

(

months where there

are

numerous roosts on

the cliff edges.
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25
Unfledged young Socotra Cormorants Phalacrocorax nigrogularis form
groups and larger creche’s almost as soon as they are able to move about,
Umm Qasar island (photo: Keith Wilson).
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